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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The Projects With Industry (PWI) program was authorized in 196i,to
provide funding opportunities to organizations- for the purpose of dPgistihi
severely disabled-persons in obtaining dompetitive employment. IA6 adminis-

tered by the Rehabilitation Services Administration (RSA) of the U.S.
Department of Education (ED), the program has provided support to projects
that involve pnivate sector representatives in the designitrif placement,

. training, and other services &or disabled individuals. The projects are
required to coordinate their activities with those of the state rehabilita-

tion agencies. PWI program funding in FY 1983 is $8 million -(plus a one-
time supplement of,$5 million provided'under Pubfic)Law 98-8, the "1983
Jobs Bill"). At present, 65 PWI projects are Under way, including 15 new
projects and 50 projects that have been operating for more than a year/

This study was undertaken to address two questions: .

What are the characteristics of current PWIproycts, such as
funding levels, services provided, types of clients served,
and effectiveness in meeting program goals?

Which project-types are most effective in achieving PWI program
goals,,and, in particular, what are the relative effectiveness
and replicability of projects operated by national trade
associap4ns? 4

The first question was addressed by collecting extensive information on
the projects currently supported by the PWI program. An answer"to the
second question required analysis of four issues associated with the

effectiveness of PWI projects.

The sources of information for the study included interviews with

persons familiar with the operation of the PWI program, a-review of program
docuOents maintained by RSA'and visits to seven PWI project sites around

the Country. Interview respondents,in the Washington, D.C., area included
staff of RSA and of other ED offices, staff of several congressional cora-,
mittees concerned with rehabilitation, and staff of several national organ,-

izations concerned' with services to the handicapped. InterView respondents

at the project siptes included project directors, placement and training
specialista, advisory council members, employers,. PWI cilents, and repre-'
sentitives-ot_state rehabilitation agencies.

Charectcristics of Current PWI Projects
_

PWI projects are operated by many types of organizatfons, including
rehabilitation facilities and associations of suCh faciliAbies,.private 1

corporations, educational institutiond, trade associations, civic and

profeesional associations, and labor unions. Nearly Wo-thirds of/the
current projects arb operated by rehabilitation associations or fabilities.

AI:
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,Recipients bf PWI awards are located in 27 states and the District of

Columbia. The actual number of states in which services are delivered 1.s
substantially larger, however, because some PWI recipients deliver services

in two or more project sites. FiftyfoUr p'ereent of all PWI projects have

received PWI funds for at least five years.

The average PWI award in 1982 was $123,028. The size of awards to

recipient organizations ranged from $27,337 to.$544,020. All projects

received funding from sources other than PWI, due in pare to a statutory
requirement that the national PWI program reimburse no more than 80 percent

of total project costs.
1

All bqt fi/e of the 65 Pla proje4s report that they provide job
placement services to handicapped clients; three of the projects that are
not designed to provide such services are new projects and two are projects
that have been operating for more than a year (known as "continuation"

projects). Projects v'ary considerably in the mix of services that they

offer to clients, but most provide trailing in occupatipnal skills

Clients served by PWI projects tend to be handicapped persons whose

disabilities are severe. According to information derived from a review -

of project files and from site visit interviews, a growing proportion Of
PWI clients is severely disabled. No general patteg was seen in the

types of disability ofthe clitnts served by currenE projects.

Projects report extensive linkages with the private sector, especial
ly with potential employers bf their clients. The most important mechanism
fot creating these linkageS is the PWI project advisory councils, cAlose

memberships include local business representative's (corporate executives,
personnel managers, and line supervisors) as well as representatives from

the rehabilitaxion community. The councils perform a variety of functions,

inQuding oversight of project operations, design of training activities,
assistance in the placement of PWI clients, and doriation of supplies and

.equipment. Projectswalso make efforts to build relationships with employers
by providing them with services, particularly the referral of prescreened
job applicants and assistance in working with handicapped employees.

Analysis of .Issues Associated with Effectiveness

Several issues as'sociated with the effectiveness of PWI projects were

the focus of special.analyseA in the study. The first such issue concerns
utility.of various measures of PWI project performance. Four measures

are in common.use at present:

Number of placements is the most,commonly used Measure. It

is useful as a means of assessing change in project performance

, over time but,is less useful in.comparing one project to another,

liecause.of diversities in prdject size; client population, and

.local.economic conditions. For the 46 continuationprojects re7
porting this information; 5,700 Placements were achieved in 1982.

7
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Retention rate measures the percentage of employed clients who
remain on the job for at least 60 days. 'When used with other
information, this measure can be a useful means of comparing dne
project witheanother and can also be helpful for internal moni-
toring *poses. For the 20 continuation projects reporting
retention data, the retention rate ranged.from 44 to 100 percent
and averaged 80 percent.

W4

. Average wage at-closure (i.e., the point at wbich a client's file
is closed through job placement or other disposition) is a measure
of the salary level of the jobs in which PWI clients are Placed.
BeCause of the varying skill levels of clients served by PW1 pro-
jects, this measure is not a useful means of comparing projects.
Nor is it a useful.measure for monitoring project performance
over time, because many projecti experience shifts in the types
of clients referred for services. The average wage at closure
for the 30 continuation projects reporting this information
ranged.from $3.50 to $13.85 an hour.

Cost per placemeirft is typically computed by dividing a project's'
total PWI dollark award by the number of clients placed. This
measure islrequently used by RSA to assess individual projecta"-
and to report on program performance ovetall. The measure fails,
however, to take into account the effect of other funding received
by a PWI project and other services received byJWI clients. For

the 23 continuation projects reporting this information, cost
per placement ranged from $403 to $3,571 and averaged $973. The
median cost per placement for the 23 projects. was $806.

Because of the Variation in measures used by projects, the study team found
that the adOption'bxlthe program of a limited, but standard, set of perform-
ance indicators wotard permit a more comprehensive picture to be drawn of
PWI operations and performance both at the project level' and nationwide.

A second issue addressed in the analysis concerned those factors
likely to be most important in shaping project performance. Six factors
were found to be particularly relevant:

The single most important factor is'the.quality of the projecys
private sector linkages. Good relationships with employers_are
typically teflected in (and shaped by) a-project advisory council
that is actively involved in all.phases of project implementation.

The employment performance of clients shapes project perforMance
by its effect on employer expectations concerning the occupational
abilities and motivation of clients served by the project.

The quality of linkages w±th state rehabilitation agencies is
'important in ensuring that the clientsreferred to the project
are those most,likely to benefit from its seryices.

I
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Although no special configuration of staff background and experi-
ence was determined to be essential, 'the overall abilities and
performande of the project staff are a major determinant of the .

effectiveness of the project in building produ-ctixe relationships
wittLemployers and with stato agency personnel.

The reputatioD of the recipient organization is very'importantin
the ability of the project to develop effective relationships with
the business community.

Projects are most likely to be able to communicate their.project
goals to employers when they adopt a business orientation to
project operations.

.

In general, PWI pro.ject success is closely related to the extent to WhiCh
project staff create a climate that encourages the aCtive participation
of all constituencies (i.e., tile businep commuriAty, state rehatilitation
agencies, rehabilitatioR facilftiel, and disabld persons) in placing
disabled persons in competitive employment..

o A third issue addressed *n the analysis was whether state rehabilitation
agencies could operatePWI projects. Althoughtonsiderible.stIte support
exists for the pyI training and-placement approach, expanded state involve-
ment in Implementing that approaCh appears unlikely.. The,major obstacle to
expansion is the difficulty that states typically expgrience in developing
stable relationships with employers and in attracting financial contributions
from the private sector. .-

The fourth issue addressed.in the analysis concerned Elie special features
of the various types of organizations that operate PWI pyojects. According
to inttrview data, the current wide.range of organizational types results
from an,intentional strategy to ifivolve many sectors of the employment
and rehabilitation communities in achieving PWI goals. No single projet
type was.found .to be consistently superior to other types.

As the PWI approach has evolved, a'number of projects have developed
national or regional networks of-project sites. One type of networOhas
been at bperated by the Elt.Q.tronic Industries Foundation, a non-profit
corp ration affiliated with a national trade aSiocjation representing
electronics firms. This project has experienced success in involving its
trade association members in the training and hiring of 'handicapped persons.
Due to barriers that are inherent in the mission'of a trade association,
howeverl there does not seem to be significant interest among other such

4.- -

associations in initiating projects for the training and employment of
handicapped riersons.

,

..

,

Recommendations from Respondents on PWI Program Improvement

Interview repondents in this study.made recommendations Dor improve-
., ment in three areas of federal administration of the progYam. First, in

connection with project selection procedures, concern was expressed that

6



the,competitive selection procedures nsed in the program are deterring
organizations such as private corporations and trade associations fircom
applying.for federal support. The PWI selection criteria were specifical-
ly criticized for inatequate focus on factors most relevant to projecV
success. Respondents recommended cafeful reviewlof these problems by RSA. '11

Second, local PWIlproject personnel recommended ;hgt RSA provid% technical
assistance to projects and assist in information'sharing acrosrprojects.
Third, project personnel asked for greater assurance Of stable federal
support for project operations.

Recommendations were also offered for the improvement of local project
operations. First and most important, respondents urged RSA to ensure the
involvement of local advisory councils in the direction and operation of
all PWI projects. Second, respondents representAg state rehabilitation
ag ncies recommended that RSA create, mechanisms to encourage gieater com-
mun ation between PWI -projects and state rehabilitation agenciest _Third,
respondents suggested that PWI projects be encouraged to participate
actively in the implementation of the Job Training Partnership Act of 1982,
in order that the training needs of disabled individuals be addressed in
the implementation of that Act.

Conclusions

Based on the information collected and analyzed in the study, xwo major.
conclusions emerged from the study% Fifst,-PWI projects appear genefally
successful in meeting the program's,goal of developing private sector.
linkages to assist disabled persons in achieving competitive eMployment,
although quantitative information to verify the perforMance of spe,,cific

prqii.ects is limited. Second, no single type of organization was found td
be more successful than others in accomplishing PWI Rals. ,Rathefo,.the
diversity of organizations, operating PWIs and the,flexibility projects
eihibited in providing services appear to be important factors in,the PWI
program's overall effectiveness>

,
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CHAPTER ONE

'INTRODUCTION

Since 196, the Rehabi1itation,Services Administration (RSA) has provided

funding opportunfties to organizations for the,purpoSe of assistingshandicapped
,

persons to obtain competitive employment. yhder authority of the Projects With
_

Industry (PWI) Rrogram, these organizations,have pruided Placement, tratning,

and other services that are intended to,complement those delivered by the-state

rehabilitatiOn agencies. For FY 1983 the program was initiallY funded at $8

million; with'enactment of Public Law 9878 (,the "1983 Jobs Bill"), the pragram ,

received:a ohe-time supplemental appropriation Of$5 million. Higher funding

levels'have been suggested fat the future. This repor,t presents the findings

'of a brief study designed to assess the PWI program.

This chapter consist,s of two parts. The first part provides an. overview

of tfie 'poragram's ptirposes and hiStory. The second part presents the questions
. 0

that prompted the study and-the methodology uded to address these questions.

Overview of the Characteristics -and

EvolUtion ofithe PWI Progr-am

. This sectiop is intended to provide a general background for the more

descriptive and evaluative information on the PWI program presented in

Chapters Two and Three,

Program Purpose and Characteristics
_

70 Since its beginning, the primarlY purpose, of the PWI program has been to

encourage the formation of partnerships betweeri the rehabilitation community

add the business community in order to improve the employment of6ortitni4es
-

of disabled persons. To achieVe this purpose, PWI piopcts have generally \

focused their efforts on job placement and have provided other services neces

sary to support that function. These suppiementary services have included

occupational skill training,,job teadiipess training, training in job-seeking

skills,,and job followup services. In addition, some PWI projects hel$ clients
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td,obtain assfstive devices necessary for the disabted persan's success
_ .

in the workplace. -Projects have also helped employers modify specific.jobs
, 1

to accommodate.the special needs of persOns with particular diabilities.'
.

. Because the national network of state rehabilitátion agendies bears
1

.primary governmental responsibility for delivery of rehabilitiation ser-
.

vices, PWI projects have been expected to coordinate their activities with
,

the state agencies. At a minimum, PWI clien s must be,certified as eligt
.

ble for the receipt af services by the approp te state rehabilitation

agency. Practically speaking, this requirement means that each PWI client

must have-a disability that qualifies him or her for rhabilitation services,

and yet at the same time there must be a re onable-expectation that the
. 4

. client can be rehabilitated to the point nf being able to obta/n and hold

a .41). The types of Services PWI project& provide Must be coordinated with

thdse offered by state agencies, in order to prevent redundancy in the

provision of qpiecializedvices to particular disability groups.

From.the first,years of the Program, an imFortant feature of local PWI

prejects has been the operation of local project advisory councils. These'

groups are intended tO assist local'PWI projects in establishing relation-

ships with area employers, labor unions, and other relevant organizatiolie
I

Accordingly, the membership of the councils is expected to include reprel9

seRtation from each ot- these groups as appropriate. In addition to its

tole in establishing. project linkages, each lbcal advisory council is also

expected "to share in policy and decisionMaking functionas stated in

the selection criteria included in the PWI program regulations at 34'CFR

Part 379). .

The notion oi the public/priyateTVattnersdied in the PWI program

is also reflected in the funding Vehicle mandated in the PWI authorization.

. As stated in the authorizing statute, the Commissioner of RSA is expected

1
to "enter into agreements...with PWI sponsoring organizations "to, establish

jointlf financed projects" (Sec. 621(0(0- of the IBehabilitation Act,.as

' amended). The term "agreement" is used throughout the brief authorization,
. ,

and such agreements are intended ta "be jOintly developed by the Commissioner,

the'prospective employer, and, to the extent Practicable, the appropriii'e

q's
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designated State unit and the handicapped individuals involved." The col-
-,

-laborative nature of the PWI projects is.also reflected in the itatutory

requirement that federal funds pay for no more than'80 percent of the costs

'of any gi'ven project.

. The .precise meaning of the term "agreetenl" is clnuded in the program

regulations. In particular, the decision, as teflected.in the regulations,.

.to make the Education Department General Adminisrratiye Regulations.(EDGAR)

appiicable,to the PWI Tgram is.somewhat surpz4ing. The specific parts

of EDGAR that are cited as applicable to-PWI include thosd pertaining 4100

0

"dixect grant prdgrams" (34 CFR Part 75). This 4es1gnation is significant

for tWo reasons'. First, because DGAR states that only grantmaking programs

are to be included under its purview, PWI is thus designated to be,treatedas,
1

a Nnts program. This grantmaking status seemt toobe at variance with the

,references to "agreements" in the program statute. Second as'a grants

program, PWI becomes subject to the competit ve selection process outlined

in EDGAR, a Process that may be incompatibl in certain respects with the

notion of a jointly developed and jointl fin nced "agreement" between RSA

and the local PWI project.

A more detailed description'of how these program features have affected

the operations and development of the PWI program and its projeCts is presented

in subsequent chapters of this report..

o ram E-Volution

4

6

P4I authorization. Statutory authority for PWI Projects was first

inc ded in the Rehabilitation Act as a result of the 1968 amendments to the

ACt. e authority was included in the 1973 amendments in a single sentence
1

at Section 304(d), which4aufhorized "projects designed V prepare handicapped

individuals for gainful and suitable employment in Ole competitive labor mar-

ket under which handicapped individuals are provfded training and employment"

in a realistic work setting and such other services... [prescribed in regula-

tions] as may be necessary.for such individuals to' continue to engage in

such empinyment." . r

In the 1978 amendments to the Act, the PWI authorization was made some-
,

what more explicit by the inclusion of provisions (1)Aetailing the contents



of a PWI agreement, (2.) governing the administration DE PWI projects:operated

directly by employers, and (3) providing that payments b"..-ide underePWI bay

not exceed 80 percent of project costs. Because the auEhorization of the

Rehabilitation Act expires at the end of the current fisCal year, reviSions.

to the WI authority are currently being

revisions to other portiOhs of the Act.

considered tn Congress along with

Program funding. Projects4under PWI were funded for the first timee.in

FY 1970 for $90d1000. FollOwing a $2 million funding level in FY 1971,

program funding was set at $1 gillion a year for fiscal years 1972 through

1976. In FX 1977, pro.ject funding began to increase, reaching $7. million

In 1982. In FY 1983, $13 million are expected to be spent on the program

According to tile-term of the FY 1983 Continuing Resolution under which

RSA programs are currently operating, RSA is not permitted to begin any

new PWI projects'in FY 1983.

Program administration. PWI is one of a numberiof small discretionary

programs that are administered several levels below
1

the RSA Commissioner.

At present, one project officer is responsible for all PWI adminisCrative

activities within RSA. Because PWI is of particular interest tO the current

RSA Commissioner, however, two additional RSA staff members have been as-

signed to the program to carry out special tasks related to the operatlon

of the PWI program. Since RSA's transfer to the U.S. Department of Educe-

tiOn (ED) in May 1980, ED personnel in.the Office of Planning, Budget and

Evaluation and in the Assistance Management and Procurement Service have also

provided administrative services to the program.

The administration of the program has reflected two important strate-

gies. According to federal employees involved with-the program, one such

strategy has been to promote diversity in the typ

ceiving PWI funds. As stated in verbal reports t

haie been made to developyk agreements with a

in order to Provide coverage of varying emplo

offered by different types of organizatio

to a broad range of disability groups.

A

of organiiations re-

the study team, efforts

ide range of organizations,

t and training opportunities

o extend program benefits -
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A secOnd important'aaministrative strategy hassbeen to offer flexibil

ity to PWI troiects in,the-design and.operation Of their acivities. Ac
. . . _

cording to federal officials interviewed for this study, the main rationale
1 .

-for this flexibility has been the "partnership" character of the papjects.
4_

Becau,se of the sizable contribations to MI projeoils by their parent organ
.

izations, it has been believed in Washington that projects would 'be more

likely to program goals if 'they were given a relativelY high

level of autonomy in the design as0 delivery of services. Another factor

encouraging project 'ffextbility has undoubtedly.beeil the limited federal

respurdes available for PWI program administratikm and RSA's resulting

inability to dierciee close.direction and monitoring of projects.

The effects of these administrative strategies on program operations

are discussed in the second and third chapters of this report.

Purposes and Design of the Study

This study was initiated,in November 1982 in response to a request made

by the directot of the ED Budget Service to the director of the ED Planning

and Evaluation Servite. In response to the request of the,Budget Service,

officials of the Planning and Evalution Service selected 4 research organ
.

ization ,to conduct the study and made arrangements to initiate the assess

ment. Because of tOefimmediacy of the information needs of the Budget
, ,

Service, the study was Completed within five months.

Study Questions

In response to the request from the ED Budget Se4ice, the study was

designed.to addresS two primary questions:

What ate the chAracteristics of current PWI projects, such as
funding levels, services provided, types of clients served, and
effectiveness in meeting program goals?

Which project types are most effective in achieving iWI program
goals, and, in particular, what are the relative effectiveness
and replicability of projects dperated by national trade
associations?

^
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Because of the short

-6-

time period available for the study, certain

evaluative approaches that would ,otherwise,be desirable could not be uti-

lized. For exampke, it was not possible to survey all_5irrent PWI projects

in order to collet uni rm data on each of them. Nor was it possible to

vieit a large sample of c rrent.projects. Nevertheless, the five-month

study period did permit s/peck c research tagks to be undertaken, in order

to-address the two ques4ons.i

Methodology

The study began th a series of interviews in the Washgiton, D.C.,

'area with indiViduals owledgeable about the PW ram. Ttiese persons

'included staff of RSA and other ED offices, con ress nal staff concerned

with legislative issues in rehabilitation, and staf*f several national

organizations pre'Viously or currently involyed in the program. Several

information needs guided the selection.of interview respondents and the

formulation of interview quesiOns: These needs included (1) identifica-
,

tion of the primary goals and methods of PWI projects, as typically. .

operate (2) specification of a2propriate measures of project performance;

and (3) i'en.tif1cation of project characterfstics most often associated

with project success.

Concurrently, relevant program documents were reviewed to.develop a

comprOensive overview of all current PWI projects. The principal documents
. .

that were examined were the project applications-for 'FY 1983 PWI projects.

In most instances, the project applications for FY 1983.funding contain a

progress report covering the-prior year's activities and performance. These

progress reports cOnstituted the major data source.foc the document review.

Applications were supplemented withIRSA regional office reviewS of a number

of specific PWI projects. In addition, the study team also reviewed previous

reports on the PWI program and on die Rehabilitation Act and RSA programs

other than PWI.

Additional information-was collected in site viiits to seven ?WI pro-

jects. (This count does not inclukie two PWI projects whose headquarter0
040,
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offices in Washington, D.C., wei.e visited but for whom no service delivery\

activities were observed.) The sites, which are briefly described in the

appendix to this report, were selected to'reflect a range of organizational

types, service delivery mixes, and geographical locations. At each site

interviews were conducted with the PWI project director, placement and

training specialists, advisory council members, employers, PWI clients,

and representatives of the state rehabilitation agency. The study team was

afforded a bigh degree of coopeiption by all the PWI projects selected for

visits, making it possible to collect extensive infordhtion on each. All

respondents were given assurande that they would not be identifiedlby nate

in any reports emanating from the study.

Ordknization of:the Report

Chapter Two of this report presehts an overview of current .PWI projects,

drawing mainly from project applications, project reviea conducted bY the

RSA regional offices, and other RSA docutents. This information is supple-

mented, whe.re appropriate, with observations from the site visite. Chapter

Three presents an analysis of,project characteriatics, including, in,partic-

tiler, assessments of the relative effectiveness of various types of PWI

projects. Special'attentiOn is given in this chpter to'a review of-the

advantages and disadvantages of projects operated by national trade associa-

tions. The fourth chapter reports the major recommendations for PWI grogram'

improvement that were offered by respondents to this study. The final chapte;

presents the,study's findings a lvd/conclusions as' well as a listing of pyogram-

matio" issues Chat emerged during the course of the'study.

,

=7
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CHASTER TWO

OVERVIEW OF CURRENT PWI PROACTS

This chapter presents a descriptive prof

(

le of the PWI projects :.

curiently supported throggh'RSA funding. The rfmary data sources from*

which the profile was developed were the 1983 ,PWI project applications and

other program documents maintaindd by RSA. For each *of the 50 contiriUation

projects (i.e., those that have received PWI funding contlnuously for two

or more years), RSA maintains a file containing the most recent project

application and such supporting documents es newsletters, brochures, progress

reports covering the previous year!s activities, and internal evaluatiods or

research reports. or each of the 15 projects newly funded in 1982, the RSA

file contains the project application describing the types of activities
.e

planned. Supplementary materials on PWI projects were also reviewed. These

materials included the 1982 cumulative funding report, project reviews

conducted for some of the PWI projects.by RSA regional office staff, and,

several reports on the status of PWI projects.. &ere approptiate in this

chapter, doCumenary information froia these RSA sources is supplemented

with illustrative data drawn from the study team's ;Iisits'to project sites.
.

Readers of this chapter should k ep several cavedts in mind. First,
4

the level of detail provided in proj ct documents varies widely. This

(

variation is apparently the revlt of a lack of uniform information

requirements on the part of RSA and also the substantial variation in

conditions at the local project level. For example, projects operated by
y:

organizations having agtomated management information systems tended to

include in their applidations detailed reports on such variables'as disabling

conditions of clients and other client characteristics, while organizations .

without such capacity oftenlrovided far less detailed information.

,SeCond, projects can be.coopted in several different ways, a dif-

ference that is refleCted in the tables fn this chapter. In 1982, RSA made

awards to 50 PWI continuation projects and 15 new projects, for'a total of

65 PWI projects. However, because some recipient organizations received

r
e

0
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more than one PWI award, the total number of discrete PWI recipients

For example, in 1982 the Electronic Industries Foundation (EIF), which al-

1 ready was operating a PWI project with a number of sites around the country,

received an additional award to encourage PWI participation by other national

trade associations. Consequently, EIF has more than one PWr project award

but is, far purposes of such analysgs as geographic location of projects,

viewed as one recipient.

Finally, although PWI is currently funding 65 projects and 61 Xe4Pi-

ents, the numbeeof PWI project sites.a round the nation is actUally much

larger than these numbers suggest. While some of the recipients are operating

a single project at a single location (e.g., Baltimore Goodwill Industries),

many of the recipients are operating multiplez-alte projecte. IBM, for example;

used its PWI funding to establish over 20 projects. While many of the

older IBM,projects no longer receive any direct federal, support through 5pe

A PWI program, they,nonetheless should be considered in any accounting of.the

-\

PWI effort.

The PAWT. profile presented in the remainderof this chaptetis'organized
It' .

around the following topics: project characteristics, client characteriatics,

and project linkages. (

R4I Project Characteristics
s-

.

Information.w.as available'to develop a profile of.PWI projbct charac-'

teristics along the following dimensions: types of organizations operat-

ing projects,.yroject location, years of support, funding, and services to

clients. \./

Organization Type

Organizations curr ntiy opeNting PWI projects range from private
,

corporations (e.g., IBM ard Control Data Corporation) to' local governmental

agencies (e:g., City of Los Angeles). As shown in Tables 2.1 and 2.2, the

majority of p t'operatort are rehabilitation facilities (50 perde4 of

4%.
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TABLE 2.1.

DISTRIBUTION OF P%V/I CONTINUATION PROJECTS

BY ORGANIZATIONAL TYPE '

;

- .

PROJECT YEAR 1982

ND'

I I

ORGANPZ/ATIONAL TYPE.

NUMBER OF
PROJECT

..
PERCENT

Rehabilitation facility%

Rehabilitation association
r

25

6

50

12 .

Educationaf institution 5 10)

Private.corporation 5" ler

Labor union . 3 6

Trade association 2 .."--- .4

Other association 2 4 1k. :

Social serVice agency . 1 2

Governmental agency t 1 2

c

, TOTAL 50 100
..

k

, -

)

.,
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TABLE 2.2

1 DISTRIBUTION OP NEW PWI PROJECTS"'

BY ORGANIZATIONAL TYPE

'PROJECT TiAR 1982 ,

0

4

ORGANIZATIONAL TYPE
. NUMBER OF

PROJECTS PERCENT

Rehabilitation facility 8 53

Educationtal institution 4 27 '

Trade association 2 13

Labor union 1 7
S.

TOTAL 15 - 100

..?
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the continuation projects and 53 percent of the new projects). 'Other

organizations receiving PWI support include rehabilitation associations,

educational institutions, trade associations, other professional or civic,.

associations, and labor unlons. Rehabilitation facilities or associations

constitute nearry. two-thirds of the organizations operating continuation

projects..

In some instances organizations do not operate projects dizectly but

have set up foundations or nonprofit corporations for that purpose. Two

examples of this practice are the Electronic irdustries AssoCiation's EIF

and 'the AFL-CIO's Human Resources Develgpment Institute. As indicated in

discussions with EIF's national director, this arrangement permits EIF to

use the resources of the parent association (e.g., Contacts with high-level

electronicsexecutives) while pursuing a public,interest focus that is

distinct from the objectives of the assoclation.

Project Location
1:<

"Recipients of PWI funds are located in 27 statee-and the District of

Columbia (Table 2.3) Forty-seven percent of the organizations that reCeiye

PWI funds are located in three states and.the District of Columbia:" New York

(13 percent), Washington (12 percent), District-of ColUmbia (12 percent), and

California (10 percent). The number of states in which services are actually
V

delivered, however, is substantially larger than 27 because a number of pro-

jects, especially those based in the DistAct of Columbia or its suburbs, tend

to be national in scope with multiple sites across the country. For example,

the Goodwill Industries of America project, administered from the organiza-

tion's offices in Bethesda, Maryland, has project sites in Ohio, New Jersey,

.Michigan, Texas, Florida, California, and Ossachusetts.

Other projects serve either one localiky (e.g., Chicago Jewish Vocational

Service) or a discuete geographic region. E*amples of the.latter are seen in

the San Francisco Bay area, which is served by six projects, located from

Berkeley to San Jose, all except one of which have developed linkages with the

high technology industries in the region. In some instances, project service

areas include an enEire)gion (e.g., New England Association of Business,
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TABLE 2.3

DISTRIBUTION OF PWI RECIPIENT

ORGANIZATIONS BY Si:A.Ta

PROJECT YEAR 19.82

*STATE:

NUMBER OF RECIPIENT

ORGANIZATIONS

AlabaMa

Arkansas

Arizona

California verm,r4

1

2

1

6

Qolorado, 1

Connecticut 2

District of Columbia 7

Florida 1

Georgia
44

1

Illinois 2

Indiana 1

Kansas 2

Maryland

Massachusetts

,Michigan 2

Minnesota 3

Missouri 1

Nevada

New Jersey 1

New York 8

Ohio 1

Pennsylvania

Texas 1

Utah 1

Virginia 1

Veymont 1

Washington 7

Wisconsin 1

TOTAL 61

2,4
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Industry, mnd Rehabilitation, Inc.,Uocated in Connecticut and slirving

Connecticut, New Hampshire, and Maine).

Years of Support

Other than the 15 projects that received an initial award In project,/,--

year 1982,1/ all the projects currently receiving PW1 funds are in at least

the third year of funding (Table 2.4). (Further, four of the new awards were

to organizations that had previously received PWI funds.) Fifteen projects

(30 percent) are in their sixth year of fundink, and six (12 percent) are in

at least the tenth year. Seventy percent have received funding for A leait

five years. When all current projects (both new and continuation) re con-
\

sidered, 54 percipt Of the current PWI projects are in at least the/r fifth

year, of funding. According to PWI program staff, only eight projects have

been terminated since the program's inception.

As these data indicate, the profile of PWI projects is fairly stable

in terms4of continued support, with small numbers of projects aVed to the

set of funded projects in most of the years since the,program's inception.

Expansion in numbers of projects has been much larger in recent than in

earlier years, a fact influenced both by program funding levels and by

Isteadily increasing interest in the PWI concept as an,approach to assisting

disabled persons to enter oompetitiAre employment:

The tendency of the PWI program to provide relatively long-term support

to projects suggests that the program is not, in the strict sense, a "seed

money" effort under which projects dre expected to become self-sustaining after

a period of federal support. Nevertheless, most of the persons'interviewed at

both national and local levels do view the program as serving a "seed money"

function. PWI funds, generally.allocated in fairly small amounts (44 percent

'of the projects receive less than $100,000 per year), are intended to help

generate funds and other types of support from non-PWI sources, ranging from

other federal programs to contributions from .private industry. At one of.the

-

1/HiStorical1y projects have followed different funding cycles and
thus cannot be categorized on either a fiscal year basis or on a uniform
PWI program,cycle.
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TABLE 2.4

DISTRIBUTION OF PWI CONTINUATION PROJECTS

BY YEARS OF SUPPORT

tn.

NUMBER OF YEARS
OF 'SUPPORT

NUMBER OF
PROJECTS . PERCENT

12 1 2

LI 2 4

10 3 6

9

2

7 7 14

6 15 30
,
5 6 12

4 5 10

3 10 20

TOT 50 100

CUMULATIVE
NUMBER OF CUMULATIVE
PROJECTS PERCENT

' 2

3 6

6 12

C7 14

14 28

' 29

35 70

40 80

50 100

'16

a

0

V
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V v

sites visited by the study team, for example, PWI funds represented less

than one-third of the PWI project's total budget, and all thp sites that

were visited.reported contin ng efforts to develop other unding-sources

to support project acti

Funding /

Data presented in T;bie 2.5 indicate the range in PWI funding levels

for the 61 recipient organizations in project year 1982'. Ninety percent of

the current recipients are funded at leis than $200,000 for,the current year;

72 percent at less than $151,000; 44 percent at less than $100,000; and 13

percent at less than $51,000. Only one recipienV, EIF, received over

I5610,000 in project year 1982. Total funds allocated to-PWI recipients in

1982 amounted to $7,504,702. The average award was $123,028, and the range

in amount of funds awarded to recipients wal $27,337 to $544,020 (Elie latter

representing funding for two separate PWI awards to EIF).

As discussed in the previous section, most of ,t1le PWI continuation

projects have received RSA support for several Years, with 70 percent in at

least the fifth year of funding; Data reported -in Table 2.6 show ranges in

the total PWI support received by the 50 continuation projects since program

inception. Over half (54 percent) of the projects have received less than

$400,000, and only 14 ptrcent have received funds totaling more than $1

million. These data are not adjusted for years of'support, and while to some

extent the older projectsrfall into the higher range of cumulative funding

levels, there is not a precise correlation. The oldest project, for example,

has averaged around $104,000 per year ($148,000 in 1982) and has received a

total of $1.25 million, while some of the never projects are funded it higher

annual levels that result in larggr cumulative amounts.

In addition to PWI program support, nearly all Orojects report other

sources of support for their PWI activities. Forty-four (88 percent) of the

continuation and eight (53 percent) of the newprojects indicated'on their

PWI applications aR intended contribution to the PWI effort fror ? the applicant

organization. These contributions include donation of staff time, waiver of

overhead expenses, pument of facility costs, and transfer'of funds from the

'13

2 7,
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TABLE 2.5

DISTRIBUTION OF PWI RECIPIENT

ORGANIZATIONS BY FUNDING LEVEL

PROJECT YEAR 1982

CUMULATIVE
FUNDING NUMBER OF NUMBER OF

LEVEL RECIPIENT RECIPIENT CUMULATIVE
(IN DOLLARS) ORGANIZATIONS PERCENT ORGANIZATIONS PERCENT

< 50,999 8 13 8 13

51,000 - 99,999 19 31 27 44

100,000 - 150,999 17 28 44. 72

151,000 - 199,999 if 18 55 90.

200,000 - 250,999 1 2 56 92

251,000 - 299,999 2 3 58 95

300,000 - 350,999 k 2 3 60 98

351,000 - 399,999 - - -

400,000 7 450,999

451,000 -1499,999 -
500,000 - 550,999 1 2 61 100

TOTAL 61 1
100

Source: Department of Education Grant and Procurement Report 006: Grant
Awards by CFDA, State and Applicant-Namer-LN-09/82._
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TABLE 2.6

DISTRIBUTION OF PWI CONTINUATION PROJECTS

BY TOTAL FUNDS RECEIVED SINCE PROJECT INCEPTION

CUMULATIVE
FUNDING LEVEL NUMBER OF NUMBER OF CUMULATIVE

(IN DOLLARS) PROJECTS PERCENT PROJECTS ^PERCENT

ido,000 199,999 13

200,000 - 299,999 6

300,000`- 399,999 8

400,000 - 499,999 2

500,000 - 599,999 3

600,000 - 699,999 1

700,000 - 799,999, 2

800,000 - 899,999 3

900,000 - 999,999 5

1,000,000 - 1,099,999

1,100,000 - 1,1/9,999 2

1,200,000 - 1,299,999 1

1,300,000,- 1,399,999

1,400,000 - 1,499,999 2

1,500,000 - 1,599,999

1,600,006 - 1,699,999 1

26

12

16

4

6

2

4

6

10

o'

13- 26

19 38

27 54

29 58

32 64

33 66

35 70

38 , 76

43 86

4 45 90

2 46 92

2 47 94

4 49 98

50 100

TOTAL 50 100

Source: Department of Education Grant and Procurement Report 006: Grant
Awards by CFDS, State and Applicant Name, 10/09/82.

,
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organization's own resources. Additionally, many of the projects receive

funding from other federal sourcds(SprimarilY the Comprehensive Employment,

and training Act [CETA]), prom the state rehabilitation agency, or from local

sources (e.g., United Way). Finally, private sector contributions constitute

another resource for local PWI projects. These contributions often take the
- _

form of equipment donations, but some projects receive direct financial sup-

port from private corporations. While the available data were not sufficient

to permit analysis of the mix.or extent of other funding sources, one of the

projects visited provides an example of the multige funding sources for PK

activities. The PWI budget for that prjlect contains the following mix:

32 percent from the,PWI program, 37 percent from the state rehabilitation

,agency, 13 percent from a.private corporation, and 18 percent from the parent

organization Operating the PWI.

Service" to Clients

-/-The PWI program files contain informition concerning the sdrvices ?WI

projects deliver to clients. This information is, however, incomplete for

several reasons. First, it is ndt aWays sible to distinguish thoSe

services prov,ided specifically to PWI,clients with PWI funding

ri
f m those

services generally provided by the organization both to PWI cl ents and to

other clients served by.fhe organization. In some organizations the PWI is

clearly a distinct entity either because ihe organizatioddoes not serve non-
-7

PWI clients or because the PWI project is kept fully separate from other '

activities; in other organizations, the PWI project appears to be rellively

integratea into the broader service design, and identificatidn of a set of
,

services as "PWI" is difficult. Second, there is no standatd set of,terms

for defininCPWI services, a situ'atiog that complicates the aggregation of

information across projects, particularly in files that vary, widely in level '

of specificity. Third, as suggested earlier, the lack of complete fnformation

in some.project files precluded development of a clear picture of what,,sope PWI

projeces actually do. For example,,while a PWI project may list occupational

'skill training as a service, the service may be paid for by the state rehabili-

tation agency, the. Veterans Administration, or eome otner agency'on a fee-for-

4
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service basis. The extent to which individual PWI projecis counted suCh

training as a PWI activity varied across projects. Further, some files

were essentially progi.ess reports and failed to specify id-liat services were

provided. Nonetheless, sufficient data were available to provide an over-

view, though a somewhat.incomplete one, of whit the PWI projects do for

clients.

Types of services offered. In general, the types 9f services provided

by PWI projects include client assessment; occupational training; employment

orientation; job development, placement, and followup; and supportive services.

Services in each of these categories include the following:

Client Assessment

- - Vocational assessment/work evaluation

-- Personal/medical assessment

Occupational training

-- Classroom training.
-- On-the-job training

iv Employment orientation

Work adjutcmentl transitional employment

- Employability development

-- Career counseling
--'Training in job-seeking skills

Job Development/PlacemenaFollowup

-- Job identification and development

-- Placement
-- Job modification

Counseling/followup with clients
Counseling/followup with emploYers

Supportive Services

-- Psychological counseling

- Transportation
-- Medical/dental aid

Education (prfMarily remedial)
Provisron of assistive devices
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Table 2.7 dtsplays the numbers and.percentages of continuation projects

that reported proyision of services in each of these categories, although,

again, failure to report service provision does not necessarily mean that a

project does not make a particular service available to PWI clients. Observa-

tions made during the site visits suggest that projeCta tena to provide a

larger number of services than they report in their project applications: As

'might be expeCted'ensidering the goals of PWI, job de'velopment, pla4mént,'

and followup4 taken together, are the most frequently reported services.

, Eighty-six percent (43 projects) of the continuation,projects.reported that

they place clients in competitive employment. Five continudtion projects did

not specify servi:ces in this category, although information collected in

interviews indicates that these projects do provide placement seryices. There

are two continuation projects that do not serve clients directly and therefore

do not promide placement services. Twenty-eight projects (56 percent) report-.

ed that they provide followup services to clients at least through six months

, of employment, and 16 projects (32 percent) indicated that contacts with

employers were included in the followup activities. The information collected

in interviews sug sts that these services may. be Underreported in project
.

applicatibns.

Three-fourths of ie projects reported providing some form of employment

orientation, including, for example, work adjustment training, training in

job-seektng skills, or career counseling. Additionally, at least 11 of the,

projects have established Job Clubs, an approach to job placement that has

become increasingly popular in recent years in ehe rehabilitation community

and in other employment and training programs. (Job Clabs are structures

through which unemployed persons receive instruction in job-seeking skills and

receive peer .support in their efforts to obtain employment:)

Over two-thirds (68 percent) of the 50 continOation projects provide

skill training, while slightly,over half (53 percent) of the 15 new projects

provigle skill training to PWI clients (see Tables,2.8 and 2.9). Training is

available in the following occupations: '

Computer_prOgrammer

.411 Electronics a.ssembler or technician

30
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TABLE 2.7

SERVICES PROVIDED BY PWI

CONTINUATION PROJECTS

!ROJECT YEAR 1982

NUMBER OF
PRO3B6TS REPORTING ;

SERVIC'Ea -PERCENT

Client assessment

Occupational training

Employment orientation

Job development/placement/
fbllowup

Supportive services

25

34

38

b
43

29

50

68

76

86

58

.
a Represents a duplicated count.

b Five projects failed to specify services in this category, while two srojects do not
perform placement.

t
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TABLE 2.8

DISTRIBUTION OF PWI CONTINUATION

PROJECTS BY AVAILABILITY OF TRAINING SERVICES

PROJECT YEAR 1982
,

NUMBER OF
PROJECTS PERCENT

Provide skill trainihga 34 68'

Do not provide skill training 16 32

TOTAL 50 100

t
aIncludes classroom and on-the-job training but not work experience, work adjustment,
or job readiness training.

4)

.

./c

,

V

..<
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. TABLE 2.9

DISTRIBUTION OF NEW PWI PROJECTS

BY AVAILABILITY OF TRAINING SERVICES

PROJECT YEAR 1982 -

NUMBER OF
PROJECTS PERCENT

Provide skill traininga

Do not provide skill training

53
4

7. 47

a.

TOTAL - 15 100

>

-

. L,

aIncludes classroom and. on-the-jOb training but not wOrk experience, work adjustment,
'or job re.adiness training.

4,

..41

4 -

,

.. )

35 ,

,

,
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Food service worker

Janitor or housekeeper

Machine operator

Ma/chinist

ilurse's'assistant

/ Printer
/.

4 Salesperson

Secretary or word processor

Sank teller

Accountant

Agricultural laborer

Paper products.worker

Packager or handler

.1/

Supportive serv,tiees, particularly individual or group counseling and the

provision of assistive devices, were reported to be available on an as-needed

basis by 29 of the projects (58 percent), and 25 of the projects (50 percent)

reported performing client assessment, although our site visit observations

suggest that this service may also be underreported.

Mix of services offeréd. Substantial varlability was found among prO-

jects in the mix of services provided to clients.AProjects tend to fall along

a continuum on number of services, depending in part on what the organization

did prior to receipt of its award or does in addition to PWI. In general, PWI

proje ts operated by.1<ivate rehabilitation facilities tend to offer a_ wider

rang f services than do other PWI projects. A continuum of level.of services

offer d was also noted, depending to some extent on perception of client need.

Two of t prTiects visited during the site visits generaliy limit services to

job placement And followup. Clients who are found not to be job ready are

returned to th referring agent (usually the state rehabilitation agEmcy),for

other services or referrals as necessary (e.g., work adjustment oi skill train-

ing). On the,oher hand; several projects that were viiited provide a broad

-Lange of servic s tp clients, including:

Compre ensive intake screening, including vocational evalua-
tion, areer aRtitude and interest testing, motivational'
asses ment, and intelligence testing;

3 6
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Work adjustment training as indicated;

Skill training (in some skill areas up to 46 week's) and
internships in industry;

Job readiness and job search training;=

Job development, placement, and followup; and

go Support servicesauch as personal counseling; assistance
with housing search, legal services, and attendant care;
interpreter services-for deaf clients; job modification
and assistive devices; and transportation.

Several projects have made changes in their mix of services to accom-

modate the needs of their clients. One project, for example, has added a

training component to its job delielopment and placement activities. Another

project, that provides a vocational training and placement program has

implemented a separate placement-Only service for clients with transferable
4

skills.

Yinally, there are a few fWI projects. that do not provide serviCes

to clients but instead perform a variety of functions designed to encourage

other organizations to become involved in achieving the PWI goal of compe-
,:c
-

titive placement for handicapped persons. One 'of tAgse,:projects, operated

by EIF and described more fully in Chapter Three,::::,ha$'4a 1* goal the

increased participaeion of national trade associatiohs in the PWI program. A

second project, operated by the National Restaurant As4ociation and also

described in Chapter Three, encourages its state Aaillatesto develop

linkages with rehabilitation facilities and state rehabilitatioa agencies,

with the objective of hiring disabled persons. A third project has as its

goal Ehe identification of resources that can be utilized to encourage place-

cement of disabled professionals in scientific fields. A fourth project

provides training to vocational education teachers to improve,their iastruc-

tional effectiveness with disabled students; this project als o.trains em-

ployers and placement personnel to work with disabled persons. Similarly, a

fifth ptoject is attempting to achieve PWI goals throdgh establishment of

regional councils that kill develop on-Ehe-job training and employment models

using a curriculum developed under the p'roject. These projects, the last three

of which were initiated in 1982, are addressing the PWI, competitive placement
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goal at a level that is rttrd from services to clients. That. is, they are

not providing placement or related services to clients but instead are attempt-_

ing to build capacity and commitment among their various constituent groups to

accomplish that goal.

Availability of training services. The single dimension on which projects

appear to vary most substantially is whether they provide occupational_skill
.

training. Some PWI projects focus their services almost exclusively on client

placement and followup. Directors of.these projects believe that disabled

clients often lack access to the job marketand that businesses are often .

unwilling to hire them without the assistance to both employee and employer,

that the PWI staff can provide. These projects are premised on the existence

of an adequate pool of job-ready, disabled pergas who can succeed in cbmpeIi-

tive employment. As a result, project staff are particularly careful in

specifying and clarifying client selection criteria; if the'clients who are

referred'are not job ready, placements are likely to be unsuccessful, clients

become discouraged, and the project's- success is reduced. In several projects

visited by the study team, project directors indicated that a-fairly high

'Proportion of clithlts referred to PWI for placement had to be classified as

inappropriate referrals and sent elsewhere for other preemployment services.

On the other hand, some projects had developed excellent communication with

A referring agents concerning job readiness and thus were not experiencing a

problem with inappropriate referrals.

Moit projects do, however, provide some type of occupational training,
A

and many of the persons'interviewed for this study believe that occupational

training is.essential to successful long-term competitive employment. They

expressed several reasons ior this view. First, a,pubstantial proportion of

disabled persons lack occupational skills and employment histories; training

programs, often combined with a period of internship qr work experience prior

to fulltime competitive placement, provide a marketable skill as well as,an

important orimtation to the realities of,the workplace. Second, the training

period provides an opportunity for placement staff to become familiar with the

client both personally and occupationally and thus substantially increases the

likelihood of a successful match between client and job. Third, because PWIs
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k

have establ shed relationships with area employers, these employers cAn provide

assistance n developing trainidg curricula that specifically meet the needs '.

of the loc l labor market. In titirs way, theJWI projects can ensure that the

skills t"ight to clients*are, in fact, marketable. Fourth, provision of
,...

training improves the credibility of the client and the PWI project with

employers; the employer is assured, and the,..644.17es its continued place-

ment success on this assuranee, that the employee has the skills for which he

or she is hired.

The experience of one project visited by the study team IS instruc-
.

tive in this regard. This project provides training in several electronics-

related fields, and each training program has a separate ad isory council

made up of supervisors in that occupationaf area. The ams have a high
Yl

degree of credibility among area employers, and numbers o placements are

consistently high. Many employers contact the project en they need to hire

electronic technicians or assemblers. In a change from previous policy, ,)

however, the project recently established,a direct placement program for job-

ready persons with transferable skills; the results have been disappointing

(38 percent placement for direct-placement clients versus 90 percent placement

for training completers). The direct-placement clients, though refetred.to

the project as job ready with occupational skills, are often not job ready in
..

eerms of work behaviors and often lack necessary skills, according to the

project's director. As a result, the project has expanded the services avail-

able to those clients to include job readiness training and, frequently,

referral to skills training.

Additional Activities of PWI Recipients

PWI projects exist within the context of the organizations that operate

them. Although in many instances the PWI project is maintained as a distinct

entity, in many organizations it is integrated into.the overall activities of

the organization. In one site visited by the study team, for example, where

the,PWI funding constitutes a small part of the budget for a large, well-

I

established vocational training facility, the PWI concept (i. extensive

involvement of business and industry in order to ensure respo siveness to labOr
,

3D .
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market needs) is the governing ptinciple for 1 of the services offered by the

organization.. As the director of this projegYcommented, vocational training

for the disabled, if done properly, is PWI. In this organization non-PWI

activities include_operation of a sheltered workshop, conduct ok contracted
.

.
k

,

training programs for local spbool districts and other organizations, and --

, ndustkial services contractipg.

For 23 oT the 50 continuation projectSAand nine of the 15 new 'projects;'.
. .

project documentation specified the other activities Of the paient otganization
-

that are not supported by PWI. Most frequently specified activities, were
f

general vocational rehabilitation (11 projects), followeeby skill,training (six

'projects), and education, either general.or vocational (fiva projects).. Several
,

of the organizations provide services to disadvantaged pr disabled persons

using CETA support. Such services include work ex'perence, job placement,,and

employability training. The rehabilitation or training 'focus of most f the

activities reflects the distribution of organizttional types among PWI projects;

as indic ted earlier, a majority of PWI projects are operated by rehabilitation
,f

facilit es or associations, and many ate operated by educational institutions.

Because fewer than half of the projects provided information on their non-PWI

activities, boweverlithese data cannot be considered representativii

Client CharacteristiCs

Information about the c1ien4 served by PWI was obtained from_project

files and site interviews. The completeness of thisinformation varied sub-
. ,

stantially across projects. . For exaniple; lewet than 'half-of the cOntinuation .

applications included information,on Severity of handicapping condition, and

. only 20 included client profile informatiOn.2/ 'Consequently, this descriptiOn

of PWI clients is incomplete; although itkioesT.Fesent'a rough Oerview of --

the types of clients served,by the WI projects. :Included.in this description

are sections on client selection, demOgrphic chat'acteristics, seerity oT

disability, and disabling conditionsof clients served.
%

2/Files for the new' projects, whiChhave been'operating less'than a,
year, provided information only on clients intended.to be served. Data from

the new projects are, therefOre, omitted from this Inalysis.
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Client Selection

Eighteen of the 19 projects providing information on the seltion of

clients listed the state rehabilitation agency as the main.client.referral

source. Some projects accept clients not referred by the state rehabilita-

tion agency but require state agency certification priorto entry. Other

referral sources listed include Veterans Administration, local school sys-
.

teqs, private rehabilitation facilities, and private insurance companies.

Some projecte require that clients meet certain criteria, includink, for

example, job readiness, severe disability, adequate motivation, or minimum

educational achievement or aptitude. Data reported in Table 2.10 provide

information on the number Of projects reporting specific selection criteria.

Demographic Characteristics

Project files were extremely'sketchY in the area,of client demo-

graphics; only 20 of the 50 Continuation projects include-a information in any

derhographicicategory other than client disability. In 11 of the 13 projects

specifying age of clients:the majority of .clients are between eo and 40

years of age. Of, the 15 reporting gender, all serve a substantial majority

gof males. Of 12 reporting ethnicity, nine serve a primaoily white popula-

tion; two,primarily black; and one, primarily Pacific Asian. Of/the 10

reporting educational level, six serve a majority of clients with a high

school diploma o less, and four serve a majority of clients with at least

some postsecondary education.

Severity of Disability

Twenty-one of the 50 continuation projectsprovided documentary infor-

mation on,the proportion of clients served who are severely disabVd.3/ As

shown in Table 2.11, 29 iercent of those reporting t'his information served

only clients classifieeas severely disabled. Almost half (48 percent)

reported that 70 percent or'more of their cnents are severely disabled,.

3/Criteria for classification as severely disabled were not.provided

by the projects.
A a' 0
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TABLE4,10

CLIENT SELECTION CRITERIA UTILIZED

BY 'PWI CONTINUATION PROJECTSa.

,PROJECT YEAR 1982 f"

'SELECTION CRITERIA

NUMBER OF

_PROJECTS

. Required to be job ready 7

Required to amorAtrate sufficient motivation 5

Required to be severely disabled' 3

Required to be disabled union member 1

Minimum age level 2

, Minimum education level 1

Not applicableb or not specified 31

aNineteen projecis reporting.

,bProjects that do not proVide direct services.

,

4.:
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,TABLE 2.11 .
I.

DISTRIBUTION OF PWI CONTINUATION PROJECTS

SERVING A SEVERELY DISABLED POPULATION

. PROJECT YEAR 1982

,

PERCENT SEVERELY
DISABLED

-NUMBER OF
PROJECTS PERCENT

i

CUMULATIVE
NUMBER OF
PROJECTS

CUMULATIVE
PERCENT

100 6 29 6 29

90-99 1 5 7 33

80-89 1 5 8 38

70-79 2 10 10 48

60-69 2 10 12
, 57

50-59 1 5 13 62

40-49 2 10 15 71

30-39 4 19 19 90

20-29 -2--- 10 21 4100

. SUBTOTAL 21 103a

Not applic.ableb , 2
0

,

*Not specified 27 -.

TOTAL 50
ss

a Does not add to 100 due to rounding. .

bProjects that do not provide direct services.
, _

-

4 3

.

N.

I.,
;,-

,
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an'd nearly two-third8 ,(62 percent) of the reporting projects indfcated_

that'at least half of their clients are severely disabled.

All the project directors Interviewed indicated that the severity

of a client's disability is not the single most important.factor in client

placement and retention. Other important factors include work history,

educational level, socioeconomic background, occupational slklls, and

personal motivation and stability! For instance, one of the lients who,

was interviewed is severely physically disabled as a result sl scular

dystrophy. Nevertheless, he holds a master's degree in operatio s resehrch

and worked for several years at one (4 the nation's major techn logy

research laboratories. When interviewed, this client was preparing for

three employment interviews and had every expectation of obtaining work

soon. Conversely, a nonseverely disabled client with hearing impairment

who had never held a job and had emotional problems was placed .in a

position in the warehouse of a microcomputer manufacturing iirm. This

client was experiencing communication problems with his supervisor and

required extensive support from PWI staff in order to retain his job.

In both project files and site interviews, indications werekthat

the proportion of severely disabled clients served by PWI projects has

increased in the past several years. Some project directors commented

that state agency counselors tend to refer their most difficult-to-place

clients, who are utually severely disabled, to PWI; at least one project

application attributed a decline from the previous year'i'Placement rates

'to an increase in this practice. On the other hand, one project director

commented that he was happy to receive such referrals because he believes

that his project can do a better job with such clients, owing primarily

to the reputation of his prQject with employers.

Disabling Conditions of Clients Served

Thirty-five of the 50 continuation projects provided information in
,

,their continuation applications on disabling conditions of clients served

during the prior year, as shown in Table 2.12. )Df the fifteen not report-

ing this information, two do not serve clients directly. Therefore,

4,4
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TABLE 2.12
7_

DISTRIBUTION OF PWI CONTINUATION PROJECTS

BY DISABLING CONDITIONS OF CLIENTS SERVED

PROJECT YEAR 1982

TYPE OF DISABILITY
NUMBER

OF
PROJECTS

PERCENT OF
ALL

PROJECTS

PERCENT OF
PROJECTS

REPORTING

,All disabilities 27 54 77

Primarily mental illness/
mental retardation 8 11

Primarily vision impaired 2 4 6

Primarily hearing impaired 1 2 3

Neurological disorders 1 2 3

Not applicablea 2 4

Not specified 13 26

TOTAL 50 100 100

aProjects that do not provide direct services.,

,



information was available on 73 percent of tfle proje-cti-ihiOVi-de direct

client service's. Of these, 77 percent reported serving clients representing a

full range of disabilities. Eleven percent (four projeces) serve clients whose

disabilities are primarily mental illness or mental retardation (e.g., Fountain

House in New York City); six percent (two projects) serve primarily visually
4

impaired clients (e.g.; Arkansas Enterprises for the Blind in Little Rock).

.0ne project serves primarily hearing-impaired clients, and one project serves

clients whose diefabilities are primerily.neurological disorders.

These project-by-project variations in client disability reflect several

factors. Some PWIs operated by rehabilitation facilities (e.g., Arkansas

Enterprises for the Blind and Fountain House) have focused their PWI services

on the clients traditionally served by the parent organization. Other projects,

such as those operated by IBM, have made explicit decisions to shape their PWI

projects to serve clients with cert'ein specific disabilities. Still other

projects, such as the Sister Kenny Institute in Minneapolis', intentionally

serve clients with any type of disabling condition.

. Project Linkages

The approach used by PWI projects to achieve the goal of competitive

employment of disabled persons is the development of strong linkages with

business and industry. An important component in the development of these"

linkages is the services that PWI projects provide to employers. In this

section inforitation is prese d on project adviSory councils, as the central

vehicle through which rela ons ips are developed. Descriptive information

is also provided on other linkages with the business community and on services

to employers.

Advisory Councils

The size, compositi n, actfvities, and even number of NI counci)is: vary

greatly across projects. D pending in part on Eunction, councils may,range in

size from as few as five to over 100 members. Based on site visit observations,

40
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councils with large memberships are characterized by a small core of active

members. Council membership generally reflects both the industries "targeted"

by the PWI project and the functions of the operating organization. For

instance, a project that places clients in hrgh technology firms will generally

encourage local businesses of this type to participate on its council, while a

project that provides training in'food service will tend to recruit representa-r

tives from local food service businesses. Some project directors seek,odt

senior business executives in order to obtain corporate support for the project,

while others prefer to work directly with personnel directors and the line super-

visors who exeroise more immediate control over hiring. As a general rule,

counCiTh also include representation from state rehabilitation agencies, priyate

rehablitation facilities, and human services organizations as well as from
, -

businer and industry, although the latter are almost always in the majoritY.

SometiMes-staff from other PWI projects serve on a council. '

C uncil activities tend to vary also according to the nature of the PWI

project nd organization, the commitment arid interests of council members, and

the moti ational skills of PWI staff. Nearly all councils provide advice on

PWI proj ctivities (e.g., development. of new training programs), and council

members are consistently encouraged to consider PWI clients for positions

available in the companies they represent. Other coUncil activiiies include

but are not limited'to the following.:,

; Forecasting of labor market trends

Identification of job openings

Donation of equipment or supplies

Provision of informationalstours of;facilities

Assistance in recruiting businesses for council member-
ship or into the project employer pool

Design of training programs, including curriculum, set
up of labs, and specification of required skills

Development of training-materials (software, videotapes,
manuals)

s. Service as instructors in training Orograms

4 7
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Evaluation of clients, particularly in training programs

Participation in mock employment interviews with clients

Even the number of countils varies across projects. The EIF project

sites, for example, typically have an Executive.Advisory Board made up of

industry.and rehabilitation executives who oversee program progress, an

Employment Committee of hiring and placement'personnel, and'a Training

Committee, composed of executives of participating corporations, whose

charge is to develop or improve training programs for clients. Another
_

project visited by the study te4 had an EmplOyment.Committee, which

served as the PWI advisory,council, and an Industrial Advisory Committee

for each of its six training.programs. Membership on the former was

primarily personnel managers and corporate executives, and the latter

included line supervisors working inthe skill areas in which clients were

beidg trained (e.g., electronic technician and electromechanical drafter).

All PWI projects are required to have advisory councils. Interviews

conducted duting the study suggest a generally high level of activity on

the part of the councils. Councii meMbers represent many of the nation's
_

large corpotations (e.g., IBM, tockheed, Del Monte, Hewlett-Packard, DuPont,

Sears, General Electric, and ARA, Inc. ) as well as numerousimedium-sized and

small corporati,ons. Corporations generally provide release time and other

encouragement for participation by their etployees in the advisory council

activities. Even when direct encouragement is'not provided, the number of
-

people willing to become Involved appears high. At one site the council

chairperson recruits for the colincil and acts as an advocate fo.r the project'

in making presentations at civic groups and elsewhere. At another site, a

district supervisor of the state rehabilitation agency T4ho works with the PWI

project indicated that recruitMent of members is no longer necessary; at most

of the companies with membersAon the copnciljthis project had eight subcom-

mittees) there is a waiting list for membership. / As this respondent commented,'

business people enjoy community service, and they ate willing pp commit,tim4 to

projects in whiwch they are given a decisionmaking role and can develop a stake

in the 2roject's success.,

I.
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-7Other Private Sector Linkages

Other business linkages in which PWI projects.are involved include

communickions with employers who hire clients and contacts with employers

in attempts to develop job openings or encOurage council membership. Data

reported in Table 2.13 summarize information ftom continuation project files

for these two activities. It should be noted, however, that information on

' these linkages was provided in the applications for fewer than half of the
. ,

50 projects. Six projects reported that fewer than 20 different employers

had hired clients in the previous year, while two reporied,More-than 100

different employers (these were the large, multiple-site projects). Five

, projects reported contacts (telephone, letter, or personal) with 25 to 50

employers, while four reported aver 1,000 such cOntacts.

Services to Employers

The chief service that PWI projects offer employers is the provision

of candidates foribmployment. In this capacity PWI projects perform many

functions (e.g., applicant prescreening) that employers would otherwise have

to perform themseives or purchas from an employment agency. In addition to

this major service, PWI projects typically perform A variecy of o'ther services

f(J employers. While-data were not sufficiently complete to tabulate such

services, the followi g list illustrates -the variety of services offered:fl

'Analysis arid assistance in job modification

Assistance with the development and implementation of
affirmative action plans

Advice and'assistance with Targeted JObs Tax Credits
and disability insurance claims

Training 'for line supervisors in managing disabled
'persons in work situations

Publishing of newsletters directed to employers

Provision ofseminars, workshops: tnaining courses, and
other forms of'technical assistance for executiVes and
pergonne1 manager&

Interpretive services bor deaf employees

43
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TABLE 2.13

DthRIBUTION OF PWL CONTINUATION PROJECTS

BY NUMBER OF EMPLOYERS HIRING PWI CLIENTS

AND NUMBER OF EMPLOYERS CONTACTED

PROJECT YEAR-1982

-1A10*

NUMBER OF -NUMBER'OF ,

EMPLOYERS NUMBER OF EMPLOYERS NUMBEOF,

HIRING PROJECTS CONTKCTED PROJECTS

4

^

20

21-30

31-40

41-50

51-60

61-70
,.

71-80

81-90

91-99

, 100

.

6

3

3

6

2

1

2

-
2

25-50

51-100

101-150
..

151-200'

201-300

301-400

401-564

501-600
1

1,000
,

5
,

'

1
.

1

1

,

A 1

2

4

.

'SUBTOTAL 25 21

Not specified

Not applicablea

23

2

Not specified

Not applicablea

28

, I

TOTAL 50 TOTAL 50

aProjects that do.not provide direct services.

6, 1
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-o Comprehensive follawup and crisis intervention
servicea for employers experiencing problems with
handicapped employees .

Conclusions

- .

2 Perhaps the single, moat'4triking characteristic of PWI projects is

their diversity. As described-thrOughout this chapter,'PWI projects are
,

operated ba number of different typesy of organizations,bincluding rehabili-.
.

-

tation fAcilities and associations, labor unions, private corporations,

educational institutiont, and national trade associations. While most pro-
.

jects serve clients-with-a wide'variety of disabilities, some target services

to individuals with Particular types of disability. The computer programmer

training projects started by IBM, for example, serve seVerely.physically

disabled persons who have sufficient educational achievement and aptitude

levels to succeed in training.. The Fountain House prpject serves primarily

clients who are mentally ietarded or ethotionally ill; while the PWI project
-

operated by the Arkansas Enterprises 4i*,the Blind ierves only visually

impaired persons: Variations in the types of clients served through PWI thay

result from an organization's larger mission.(as with Fountain House or

Arkansas Enterprises) or from a decision to establish a specific type of PWI
, . .

project focuding on a particular type of client (As with IBM).

Projects,vary also in the types of services provided to clients. Some

projects limit fheir services tp job development, placement, and followup.

Of.necessity, such projects acOopt only job-ready clients(i.e.., those with a

-marketable skill and,appropriate work behaviors) into the,project. Otber

projects offer a comprehensive range of services,.including client assessment,
.

occupational traiaing, employability develbpment, job development, job place-

ment, jobfjfowup, anti Aupportilie services. Such projects re usually, though

not always, operated by rehabilitation facilities. Some of the projects that

at the outset limited their client services to job aevelopment, placementi-ant

followup have found that the addition of other services bas been necessary to

meet the needs of their clients. By.contrast, one of the PWI projects that

5i
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offers comprehensive-iiiiihaTTEPleientda a placement-onlY

component. These examples emphasize the diversity of PWI prOject6 and,

perhaps more important, their flexibility in making changes to increase their

effectiveness.

An important observation that emerges from this overvitw of PWI projects

concerns the availabiliry of information on project characteristics and perfOrm-.

ance. Most projects maintain a substantial amouneof information concerning

their operations, client's, and outcomes. Because there are no uniform:informa-

tion reportin& procedures, however, much of this information is not transmitteA

--te-RSA*i.ilia way that permits aggregation of information across projects.

It would be useful to the projects, to RSA; and to others interested in the

development and effectiveness of the PWI concept if standardized reporting

procedures were established. Information on PWI operations,and outcomes woUld

be particularly useful for groupe or organizations attempting to replicate

PWI strategies for assisting disabled persons to obtain competitive employment.

-
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CHAPTER THREE

ANALYSIS,OF SELECTED ISSUES
..

During the course of interviews conductea with persons knowledgeable

about the PWI program and dite visits to seven PWI projects, informAtipn

as collected to investigate several specific issues. In this,chapter*

analyses of this information, are presented as answers to four questions:

What:types of performance measures are most useful to apply
to PWI projects?

What factors are most imPortant in shaping PWI project

performance?

Could state rehabilitation agencies operate PWI projects?,

What types of organizations operate local PK projects and
networks of PWIs, and what Are the special features of
projecls operated by trade associations?-

Responses to these questions are presented in the sectidns that follow.
.

What Typeg of Performance.Measures Are

-Modt Useful to Apply to IsWi Projects?

This section assesses the advantages and disadvantages of each of four

measures of project'success frequently used in connection_with PWI: number

of. placements, retention rate, average wage at closure, and cost per place-

ment. In addition eB tWese four measures, several projects have developed

their own performance indicators, 0;6 of which are alsO discusged in this

section.

Performance measures can be used for a number,of different purposes

under the PWI program. They can be used,.for example, to make comparisons

among PWI projects. When aggregated across projects, they can permit the

development of reports pn the performance'of the national PWI program as

a whole. In addition, measures of performange are often used in a single

53-



project as an inrernal management device to'eases,s charkges in performance

over time. Asingle'meesure of performance'rarely can 'be used,fdr all

three purposes, however. A measure.thae is useful in charting the progress

of a single project over time,,for example, may be-of no value im,comPering

one project to andther.

PWI project applications typicalfy report prior,year performante using
-c

one or more of these measures. In reviewing the 50 continuation applications,.

an attempt was made to aggregate the available performance data. _However,
A

the definitions."Of the measures, as well as the methods used to compute

them, varied from project to project. Moreover, the performance data_Could

not be independently verified. Therefore, although performance:data are

reported in this section, they should be viewed with caution in assessing

project performance.

The following review of'the four performance measures addresses three

questions. How is each measure defined and computed? For what purposes is

it most useful? What is known about current PWI perkormance in terms of

each measure?

Number of Placements

All of the PWI projects that were visited maintain records of the

number of clients who obtain cOmpetitive employment, and, in these projects

at least, a,common definition of "placements" is in use.' A placement is

counted,only after the client actually begins work. TeMpprary placements

in on-the-job training or transitlonal employment are not counted as *ace-

menta in any of the projectd visited, even though the tempOrary placement

may last as long as six months.

On the other hand, if a client finds-his or her own job, it is often
4

considered a PWI placement as long as the client received some services

from the project. The directors of several projects visited by the study

team classify these types of placements as "job assists" in their internal

management reports. In this way ?hey ariable to mOnitor the number of

placements maae by their own,staff, as contraited with the number of job

assists. In their reports to RSA, no differentiation is" made between the

two types of placeMent. In other projects, a principal service provided by

54,
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the PK is the training of clients to find their own jobs, and clients are

required to make their own employer contacts. In these projects; directors '

do not use the j b-assist classification.

Most projec directdis interviewed in the site visits believe that the

number of placeme ts is an inappropriate basis for comparing one PWI project

to anoiher, even though monitoring the number of placements,over time is a

necessary and useful tapk for internal project management. Projects are

sufficiently different in size, type of Clientele, and local'economic con-
,

ditions that a simple comparison of projects on the basis of number of

placements,provides little information about the relative success of indi-

vidual projects. The number of placements for the 46 projects reporting

this information in the continuation applications ranged from 14 to 502

per project year, for a total of approximately 5,700 placements.4/

Retention Rate

The job retention rate measures the percentage.of clients placed in,

competitive employment who remain on the job for some specified length of

time--usually 60 daYs. Sixty days of continuous e ployment is the reten-

tion standard employed by the state rehabilitation agencies; and in each of

the PWI projects visited this standarenrteefi adopted. It is not unusual

for PWI projects to report 60-day retention rates of 80 to 90 percent. In

the 20 continuation project applications that reported retention data, the
a

retention rate ranged from 44 to I00 percent and averaged 80 tercent. Most

project directors attribute the high retention rates to their effortb in

matching clients with positions for which they arequalified and to'the

provision of followup services.',

On the other hand, projectS do not typically report the number of times

000a client must, be placed before a retention is achieved. At one of the sites.

,visited during.the study, the PWI placeAent specialist indicated that some

of his olients had to be placed several times before a successful placement

occurred. Consequently, the retention rate may.not fully indicate the

4/Adjusted-fOr projecti reporting,data for less than a full year.

5
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amount of effort expended by PWI staff to place their clients in permanent

employmdnt.

State rehabilitation agencies customarily close a client's case after

60 days of continuous employment. Most of the PWI projects,that were

, visited keep their client cases open beyond,60 days, however, sometimes as

--long as a'year or'more after placement. In fact, the policy of one of the

projects visited is to keep a case open permanently. A client of this PWI,

who is deaf and wIlo has been employed for two and a half years, reported to

a member of the study.team that a PWI counselor has.attended each of her

six-month performance reviews in order to provide interpreter services.

Both she and her supervisor agreed that the continuation of PWI services

has been very important to her continued employment. The importance of

followup services to job retention was corroborated by project staff in a

number of different PWIs.

Most project directors agree that retention rate is useful as one

measure of the success of a project. It is used consistently by directors

to monitor their own projects, and most believe that, if-u*sed.with caution

and in conjunction with other performance measures, it can be valuable in

comparing one project. with another.

Average Wage at Closure

Average wage at closure is a measure of the salary level of the

Positions in which PWI clients are.placed. Projects typically collect and

report this information in their project applications to RSA. Thirty of

the 50 continuation projects reported this information in their 083 ap-

plications. The average wage at closure ranged from $3.50 per hour to

$13.85 per hour across the 30 projects. Wage levels for individual clients

ranged from $1.35 (plus tips) to $20.48. Twenty of the 30 projects reported'

minimum wage as the lower end of the wage range, which suggests that at least

some proportion of clients are being placed in entry-level jobs.

The study team found that few:project directors attach much importance

to average wage at closure as a project performance measure, eitjler a6 a

means of monitoring the, progress of a project over time or as a basis for

5 6;
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comparing projects. The principal reason given for this assessment is that

the average wage depends heavily on the client population that is being

served. For instance, one of the projects that was visited serves only

sevefiI57- direab1eThrdiia-difirnr-V.rtlr-IQT-above-1-20-dud trains them to be

compdter programmers. It is not unusual for a graduate of this progiam to

earn $20,000 a year when placed. This project's high average wage at

closure is relevant in compiling a desc;iption of the project but has no

real use aa a comparative indicator of the project's success. A project

that places mentally retarded clients in 411.nimum wage jobs, could not be

said to be less successful than the project placing high-IQ clients'in much

higher-paying positions.

Cost Per Placement

Cost per placement is the performance

frequently in the RSA program.office, both

and to report on the national program as a

measure that has been used most

to assess individual projects

whole. Cost per placement is

generally calculated by dividing the dollar amount a the RSA award to a

project by the project's total number of placements during the project

year. The goal set by RSA for individual projects and for the program as

a whole is $1,000 per placement.

Because the BAA program staff-tqanCto encourage local creativity in

attracting additional funds, they consider only the cost to RSA for each

placement in computing cost per placement. For instance, a project that

requests $100,000 to place 100 individuals would be viewed favorably, even

though the project might actually spend an additiopal $50,0Q0 from other

sources in placing those 100 clients. Another factor that may inflate

actual placement costs is the fact that the PWI client may have received

extensive services from the ;tate. rehabilitation agency prior to reEerral

to PWI. In addition, some PWIs accept only job-ready clients Erom the

state agency, so training cost_s have typically been paid from state agency

funds. ,

On the other hand, RSA personnel report that projects that'require

more than $1,000,per placement are not necessarily denied Eunaing. New

57
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\projects with heavy start-up costs and projects that' serve particularly

hard-to-place clients may justifiably require more than $1,000 per place-

ment, according t6 reports given to the study, team.
-

RSA respondents reported that they try to keep the average RSA cost

per placement across all projeCts below the $1,000 standard. According too

one program official, the staff takes prides in reporting to Congress that,

for every $1,000 it approves for the program, at least one severely disabled

individull is placed in competitive employment. Data reported in the FY 1983

applications substantiate the $1,000 figure. In all, 23 of the 50 continua-

tion projects reported cost per placement. Cost per placement based on RSA

funds ranged from $401' to $3,571. The average cost was $973, which is very

close to the RSA standard of $1,000. The median cost per placement (based

on the project as the Unit of'analysis) was $806. It should be noted,

though, that fewer than half of the projects reported Cost-per-placement,

so the average or median across all projects could not be calculated.

Project direCtorg often use the cost per,placement figure for internal

project monitoring purposes. The cost per placementan, and does:fluctuate

when local labor market conditions change, when the types of clients referred

to the project change, or when 'the number of referrals increases or decreases

dramatically. In one PrOject located in a central city in the Midwest, for

example, the cost per placement figure has been going up over the last year

due to the national economic downturn. In the second quarter of 1982 the

cost per placement was $1,224. In the third quarter, it had risen to $1,466.

The project director reported that he monitors these shifts carefully each

quarter and takes whatever remedial action is feasible (e.g., locating new

employers) to lower his placeTent costa.

The cost per placement figure is not particularly uieful for comparing

One project' to anpther for several reasons. The first_is the significant

variation in the client population served from project to project. Placing

a mentally retarded client who has never.worked in a competitive job can be

expected to cost more than placing a college graduate who workeyfor several

years before becoming disabled. Second, the figure is often computed dif-

ferently from project to project, thus reducing the comparability of the



figures. For instance, in one project ihat receives Tunds from the state

rehabilitation agency and from a private corporation, the total funds ex-

pended are divided by the total number of placements, despite RSA'S policy

of considering only RSA funds. Third, cost per placement can vary signifi-

cantly depending on the'size of the project. One project, for example,

whose PWI funding from sources oiher than. RSA has grown rapidly over the

last several years, reported a-drop in its cost per placement during the

last year from $900 to $564. The project director explained this decrease,

in part, in terms of the efficiencies of scale.made possible by project

expansion. To the extent that this explanation is correct, it would not be

surprising for a project working with a $50,000 budget to have a higher_

cost.per placement than a project with a budget of $250,000.

Ocher Performance Measures in Current'Use

The study team found that two other measures of performance are used

in some projects: placement rates and cost/benefit estimates. The place-

ment rate is usually defined as the proportion of project participants, or

training graduates, achieving competitive employment. This measure is used

in_many, though not all, projects with a .training component because it

permits the directoriof the project to monitor haw many of the clients who
-

complete a program of some predetermined length are successfully placed.

The placement rate is rarely, however, used in projects that do not have a

training component. These projects typically maintain an active caseload

that is quite large so that, when the companies linked to the project have

an opening, the staff will be able to refer a.client with appropriate qual-

ifications. Because these projects generally do not expect to be able to,

place all the clients they accept, the placement rate isqlot considered a'
0

useful measure of perormance for them.

. Cost/benefit estimates are also calculated in several projects.

Benefits are computed by :adding the annual taxes that.will be paid on the

average wage at'closure to the average savings to the government of the

suPport payments that can be discontinued when the client is employed.'

The cost per placement is computed by adding the net cost of.training per

5



placed graduate to the amount Td fluids reCeived from gsA and the parent

organization for each placed client. Based on 1981-82 data, one project,

for example, estimated benefits after one year of employment at $12,750

per placed individual, while the cost per placement of the services equaled

$13,925. On this basis, the cost of training was estimated t.c.) be reimbursed

after 57 weeks,of continuous employment.

Assessmeht of PWI Performance Measures

InfOrmation to compute number of placements, retention rate, average

wage at closure, and cost per placement is systematically collected by most

of the projectk that were visited. Projects vary,, however, in their defini

tions of the measures ahd in the Way they are computed. The measures are

principally,used to report,to RSA and to monitor the progress of each pro

ject,../tsing data,from the annual PWI continuation applications and else

where,: ISA\uses.pi.oject performance data to-report to Congress and others:

on the progress ok ehe national PWI program.
.

Because projects di-e so diverse and face such ,different conditions, the

_identified performance.measures, either individually or c011ectively, do not
,

;

permit useful comparisons to be made among projects. If pi-ojects are to be
., 7

compared, measures mi.t be develOpedthat take into account the diversity

across projeCts in such areas as client characteristics, project service mix,

labor market conditighs'in the localities that projects serve, and other

factors'.

The project directors who were interviewed agreed that one of the

reasons the PWI progrom has been so successful is.that it has emphasized
,

outcomes (i.e., placement in competitive employment) rather than process.

It is clear thal this focus.should be maintat d' and that acc4ntability

for successful outcomes is imporallt. Fo thls reason, the development and

>el/implementation of a uniform progrik aluation system W9uld fa,pilitate the, ...'

ongoing assessment of the performance of local projects and of the programk,

as a whole.
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What Factors Are Most. Important

in Shaping PWI Project Performance?

All -of the project directara, AS well as many of the employers, clients,

and state agency representatives interviewed by the study team, were asked

to identify factors they believe to be important in shaPing project perform-

ance. That is, what activities and strategies at the project level are most

important in accomplishing the overall goal of assisting disabled persons

to obtain competitive employment? The following six factors were mentioned

_repeatedly as ithportant to project performance:

Private sector linkages

Ethployment performance of clients

Linkages with the state rehabilitation agency .

Abilities and performance of the project director and staff

Reputation of the tecipient -organization

Business orientation of the Project

These six factors are discussed indivfdually in this section.

Private Sector Linkages

The single most important element in the success of a PWI project,

according to many of the persons interviewed, is the relationship between

the projectend(the business community. The PWI apprOach,to placement is

based on the assumption that the dmployer and the client can both benefit

significantly from a successful job placement. 'The employer can gain a

competent and highly motivated employee, and the client- can gain independ-

ence and self-esteem through full participation in the labor market.

Projects thateppear to be most successful in plaCing disabled clients

are those that have most thoroughly adopted and communicated.this philaso-

phy. A significant expression (and vehicle) for this linkage is the PWI

adidsory council. The role played by the adviSory council varies from

6
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project to project but typically includes some combination of the
. .

following: designing and supporting training programs; interviewing

and hiring PWI clients; forecasting labor trends; identifying companies

that might' be-hiring;rand helping clients leatfi-joi-aedking skills.

Many employers emphasized that the ncipal reason they participate

in the PWI project is that the services the receive from by the PWI staff

are A consistently high quality and are super r to the services they have

received from other placement Trograms. In one f the projects visited,

/elemployers Ray an annual fee of $1,000 to $2,500 i order ,to purchase PWI

'services. These services include the provision o qualified job applicants,

followup services for disabled employees 'and theA supervisors, job analysis

and modification, human relations training semi ars for line supervisors,

and consultation on tax and legal issues r d to employment of the

handicapped.
*

Several project directors stressed that what differentiates a PWI pro-

ject from a stat-e rehabilitation ,agency is that a state agency's purpose is

to serve its clients. The purpose of a PK is to serve both clients and
, .

employers. In return for the high quality services they.receive from the

PWI project, employers offer their, experiise, and Often their job openings,
,

to it. This relationship appears to the study team to be the key to the

success of a project. Not surprisingly, the absence of such a relationship

or the poor quality of the private sector linkage has a highly damaging

effect on a PWI project.

Employment Performance of Clients

According to persons interviewed during the 'stildy, a PWI project's

success reflects, in part, its continuing ability to provide employers with

. well-trained, highly motivated employees. As several PWI project directors

commented, a project's future effectiveness is on the line each time a dis-

abled person is placed in competitive employment.. Most bf the employers

interviewed during the site visits concurred with this view. While af-

firmative action, the Targeted Jobs Tax Credit, or other factors may play

a part in the employment of disabled persons, the responsibility of super-

visors to meet production goals in order for corporationg to make profits
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is the major factor in hiring decisione. Thus, it is essential that PWI

projects be able to ensure the skills and job readiness of clients and

demonstrate to employerg the economic benefits of hiring disabled persons.

.
The contrasting experiences of two projecta, demonstrate the importance:

of the employment Rerformance of clients. A rcent study 'by one employer

(a large chemical manufacturing corporatioq) showed that the performance of

its disabled employees in such areas as punctuality, attendance, and produc-
..

tivity had equaled or exceeded that of the corporation's-general employee

population, and the corporation was enthusiatic about hiring additional

disabled persons from the PWI project. By contrast, another large corpora-

tion, in opposition to the strong advice of PWI project staff, had retained

an ineffectual disabled employee until the tuation had become "digastrous"

(according to the PWI project.director). Thi firm, while continuing some

involvement with the PWI project, is no longer willing to hire_project
,

clients.

Linkages With the State)ehabilitation Agency.

PWI projects.are dependent on the state rehabilitation agency for

client referrals, client data, and often the provision of important services ,

to clients. Productive relationships with the state agency are, therefore,

very important to project success. Members of the study team interviewed

state agency representatives, including one state'commissioner, a district

manager, and a nu* of placeriesç specialists, supervisors, and counselors,

in five states. Typically, th'e state agency employees who were interviewed

worked Closely with their local PWI projects, and several of them were

members of PWI advisory councils.

'A number of qfferent types of state agency linkages were observed. In

one state, for example; the PWI project is partially supported through a

contract with the state rehabilitation agency. In another state, the PWI

project receives a grant from the state agency that is larger than the pro-

ject's RSA award. In this state, two PWI-funded projects operate in the

state, both receive state funds, and togethe't they have opened PWI offices

in 11 locations throughout the state. In most of these sites, the Pk

4. 4
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pIadement specialist works': out of the offices of.the state
: ;4agency. Additionally, the state rehebilitetion commissioner has appointed ai

,

full-time PWI liaison, who reports-directly to the commissioner. The liaison

' 'has formed a statewide tesk ickce malde up:of state agencx,supervisors and
. ,

.

"Counselors, aS well as FWI projOt directOrs And placement specialiStt. That., ..
....' .,

body meets once every three months to resolve conflicts; standardize report-

, ing prod4dures and definitions,:ind Agree on referral criteria. Although

this stet:a represents a particularly high level of state agency coordination

with P14,:. other-states, have mechanisms in place similax to one or more of

these coordinating features.

.4

rehabilitation.

Respondents in several states agreed that the major cohflicts between

the state agency 'and the PWI are generally the result of misunderstandings_

about teferrar criteria. PWI staff indicated that state counselors some-.

times refer client who are not joh ready, are not qualified for the PWI

training program, ordo riot'have completed files. These clients are

often sent back to the state agency, an action that ftequently is trouble-

some'to the ciients' counselors. The chief of placement for one state

'rehabilitation agency acknowledged this problem- and noted thet it was .

his job to train the counselors in how and whento refer Clients to PWI.

He stated that some counselors do not use PWI services because they think

it is too time:consUming'orexpensive to get.the client job ready. In

addition, he'noted that the counselors can close a client's case without

ever plaeing the client in,competitive employment.5/ Other counselors, he

emphasized, use-'13WI Ala regular basis and are pleased with the results.

Many of the project directors described formal mechanisms, such as PWI

seminars for state counselors, and informal mechanisms, such as frequent

telephone discussions, that have been put into place in order to maintain

healthy working relationships. ' All agreed that this aspect of PWI adminis-

tration requires their close attention.

5/For example, a case can be closed if a client is placed in sheltered
employment or if the client has been rehabilitated to the point that he or
she can be a "homemaker."
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Abilities and Performance of the Project Staff

Several individuals stated that an essential element in a project's

success is the.quality of the prOject staff, especially the project directo

In one project that has been in operation for about six years, for exampl ,

a director of the recipient_organization attributed the success of th pr

ject to the soundness of the PWI concept and to the core of energet

talented people who staff.the project within his organization. He

his own problem to be one of institutionalizing the project so that

success is not dependent on a few individuals. In another project, notable

for the high level of involvement by senior corporate executives, several

of these executives attribated the,project's success to the performance of

"the prbject.director.

It is somewhat surprising, given the important role of the project

directors andtheir staff, that these individuals reflect widely varying

baekgrounds and areas of professional expertise. For instance, in one

project the director and all- the placement specialists are certified

rehabilitation counselors. In another project, very few members of the

staff have backgrounds in rehabilitation. In both cases, however, the

directors consciously seek out staff members wh'o they believe will be

able to relate well both to members of the rehabilitation community and

to corporate representatives.
NJ

Reputation of the Recipient Organization

The reputation of the organization thii sponsors a PK project is often

very important to the ability of the projedt to gevelop telatfonships with

employers, especially when a project is in the early stages of development

the parent organization's standing in'the community dan .influence the-success

of efforts to enlist employer support, -whether the projedt&is concentrating

on small, locally owned companies'Cir on large, na'ttonal.o* international

corporations. .

. For example, one employer wha,had hired fiva'PWI clients in;a seven

month period commented that she refused tO see the PWI placement sPecialis

for a number of months, because she had been sent so many poorly qualified

6 5
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applicants by other placement programs. _When asked why she,finally agreed

to meet with the PWI representative, she responded that, when she rea4zed

what organization was operating the program, sht decided their placement

services might be better than the others she had encountered'.

In another Project established by a large corporation with tundt con-

tributed by both the PWI program and the corporation, the project adVisory

council is unusually active, and, ccording to,one respondent, local

businesses have waiting lists of persons who wish to become meMber of its '

various subcommitteed. An important factor ;kil generating the tom tment of

the business community to the project has been the reputation and
/

pr stige of

the corporation that established the project. Further, the participation of

a well-respected rehabilitation acility has been important in'the project's

ability to develop the relationships ne essary for project implementation.

Anecdotes such as these were hearA repeatedly by the study team during

the course of the project visits. These stories underscore the importance..

of the reputatioh of the parent organization in ensuring PWI project succeds.

Businets Orientation Of the Project

Central to the principles on which the PWI program,is based is the

notion that.the rehabilitation process must be infused 'with a business

orientation. Thus, in talking to members of a PWI staff, it is not unusual

to hear statements such as, "Our product is the client, and if we want to

sell,that individual, we must first understand the person's abilities, then

actively market the individual, help him or her when needed, and remain

accountele for the quality of his or her job performance." It is not

.10unusua1 to 41ear an employer argue that what differentiates PWI from other

placement services is its business orientation, or as one employer put

it, "They don't act like social workers; these people deliver what they

promise.
4 In varying degrees, the study team observed this businesslike ap-

proach to rehabilitation in each of the projects it 'visited. In one

site, for example, the facility's executive director, a former torporate

executive, yescued the facility from bankruptcy by iMposition of stringent

66
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business management and accounting practices Jon all phases.of operations.

The facility has since flourished, in part because of the.business com

munity's recognition of its.sound management and the quality of its product

(i.e., trained, motivated employees). -

The business orientation observed in the projects can be attributed

iv part to the functioning dvisory councils and to tlie program's focus on

outcomes.

-Assessment of the Factors Shaping Project. Performance

As the preceding discussion suggests, PWI project success appears to

be contingent on the extent to which project staff create a climate that

encourages the active participation of all constituencies (i.e., the

business community, state rehabilitation agencies and rehabilitation

facilities, and the population of disabled persons) in accomplishing the

goal of placing disabled persons in competitive employment. Project staff

capabilities and the.reputation O'f the PWI project's parent organization

are central to the process, the former because projects are unlikely to

succeed without staff capability to forge necessary linkages and the latter

because it often provides the initial credibility that enables the PWI

project to get underway. Wtiat apparently dastinguishes efforts of PWI

projects from the efforts of other organizations attempting to accomiiiish

similar goals is the extent to which they recognize arid adopt the outcome

orientation and goals of the private sector as well as the extent to which

they communicate this orientation yo.the business community:

Could 5tate Rehabilitation Agencies

Operate)FWI Projects?
-

In interviews cOnducked for this study, several individuals familiar

with the history of the PWI program stated that the program was originally

intended to provide support for the demonstration of publicprivate partner

ships as a means.to improve job training and placement for the handicapped.

.
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These demonstrations weie intended to provide prototypes for eventual:

adoption and implementation by state rehabilitation -igetcies. According to

interview respoUdeUts, however, that view of the purpose of the PWI prOkFam'
_

is no longer held either in Washington o
4

in-tbe field: Instead, the PWI

program has come to be viewed as a relati ely small bilt important service

i

--..,

delivery program that supplements the job training and placemeat efforts of

the state rehabilitation agencies.§/
,

. .

In explaining this'shift in_prograt purpose; federal officials ex
, _

. ,

plained that it has becbme clear that state agencies simply are not

appropriate organizations to operate publicprivate partnerships such as

those envisioned and implemented under the PWI program. Several factOrs
I

have contributed to this realization. Some respondents.noted, for example,

that a PWI project operated by a state agency would' not be able:to attract

funds frbm private sources in the same way that many PWI Rrojects now do.

ARother factor is that the service areas of some of the PRI projecig extend

beyond the boundaries of a single state and therefore require coordination
,

by a governmental unit larger than a state agency. One respondent at the
,

federal level suggested that several state agencies have historically
,

viewed the I5WI program as4'an'intrusion into their sphere of responsibility

and that, in general, they still do not greet 'PWIs with great receptivity;

for this reason some states would be unlikely to adopt WI approaches to

job training and placement.

One purpose of the interviews with state agency personnel in Pas study

was to investigate the validity of these assertions by assessiug current

state involvement in PWIfunded projects and state interest in Implementing

publicprivate partnerships on a PWI model. In each of these interviews,

the respondent was asked his or her perceptions of the objectives and

effectiveness of the PWI program and also whether a state rehahili,tation

6/This view is the consensus of the study respondents. However, at
leastOne state rehabilitation agendy has in recent years implemented the
PWI approach to placement: An investigation of this,effort was beyond the
scope of this study, although an,gssessment oi this state's.experience
would be useful in further considerAtions of this.question.

t..
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agency could operef;-; PWI. The 'Individuals interviewed do not constitute

a representative sample of state agency personnel, but their perspectives

on the PWI program help to clarify some of the issues concerning relations

between PWI projects and state rehabilitation agencies.

. Witlbout exception, the individuals who were interviewed were very

khowledgeable about the strategies used by their local PWI project to train

and place severely disabled individuals in jobs, and all of them supported

the pWI approach to placement as Omplemented focally. Repeatedly, the

study team was told by thele state agency officials that the key, to PWI's

.success is that the PWI staff meet, listen to, and develop long-term rela-

tionships with employers. No state official interviewed by the study team

suggested that there s a better strategy for placement of disabled persons

than that developed by the PWI program... Beyond endorsement of the local

PWI project,,howeVer, the responses of state agency personnel became more

varied and complex.'

Current State Involvement in PWI Projects

In the states that were visited, the state agencies are involved in

their local. PWI projects in a number of ways. State agency personnel serve

on local PWI advisory councils, and most of the clients serVed by PWI are
_-

referred by state agency counselors. PWI staff often conduct seminars or

workshops for counselors tä introduce them to the concepts and services of

the loCaI PWI project. Thus, interchanges attiong the staffs of the state

agency and the PWI are frequent and, according to reports received by the

study team, productive.

In many states, the involvement of the state agency in the PWI project

runs deeper. For instance, in one of the statds visited, the state agency

had collaborated for several years with a PWI project in an activity designed

to provide PWI-type services in small commünities throughout the state.

The PWI staff provided extensive technical assistance to these new projects,

and the state provided two grants to initiate the projects. In a Second

'state, a PWI project that was started withlderal funds is,now supported

through a $250,000 contract with the state agency. ,In a,ptird state, in



addition to a federal PWI award, the PWI project receives a $348,000

grant from the state agency to provide placement services, transitional
\

employment opportunities, and industrial eviluetions to state agency

clients. Moreover, as noted previously, many of the PWI placement special-

ists in that state are located in state agency offices scattered throughout

the state, and the state coTptssioner has appointed a full-time PWI'liaison

for the state. In several stdtes, state support fdr PWI projects operated

by rehabilitation facilities has been through long-term relationships based,

in part, on state agency purchase of training services on a fee-for-service

basis. In Many instances, these relationships predate the PWI project

.itself.

It is clear, then, that state agencies can and do support PWI Projects

in a variety of waYs. However, the study team was told repeatedly how

limited state rehabilitation funds are. In the state that provides e

048,000 grant to the PWI project, a placement specialist emphasized that

it was not clear how long those funds will be available. .Similar financial

problems were described in other states. According to most respondents,

to expect state agencies fo expand current funding for PWI projectsjs,

therefore, unrealistic.

Feasibility of State-Based Strategies for the National PWI

One high7level state rehabilitation official was asked by the study

team what would happen if the federal government allocated PWI funds to the

states and let the state rehabilitation agencies distribute the funds to

orgdnizations of their choice. He replied that, in general, states would

tend either to give all of the funds to rehabilitatIon facilities or tO

keep the money within the state agency to use for other purposes. This

respondent expressed his belief thet' the best PWI pro/ects ard those operat-
. .

ed by industry groups and that RSA should make an effort to channel a large

proportion of PWI funds to projects operated by such groups.

Many respondents described the inherent conflicts in state operation

of PWI projects. Several state officials noted, for example, the hesitancy

of private employers to become directly involved in a state-operated program,.
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This perception was corroborated in interviews with employers, many of whom

indicated that their superiors would discourage participation in a project

administered by a government agency. Both state officials and employers

pointed out that a PWI project operated by a state agency would be unlikely

to attract funding from private sources, such as foundation funding or

charitable contributionS by corporations and individuals. One PIT? project

that was visited .currently receives funds from both the state agency and a

private dorporation as well as.the national PWI program. kespondeniS sug

gested that the corporate contributor "would not have provided those fundi

directly to a state agency, even if it were operating a project on a PWi

model.

A second problem in the state operation qf PWI projects is that state

rehabilitation agencies typically have few established linkages vith the

private sector. Several respondents commented to the study team that, even

when caseloads are small, counselorS often'heSitate to makg.contacts with

employers. Few counselors, for example, have been trained in conducting

employmentrelated outreach. In response to this problem, in at least

one state seminars are now being conducted to teach counselors some of

the placement skills dgveloped by-PWI.

A third problem in state operation of PWI projects is that, even in

thosg states where placement has been made a iiiriority and where placement

specialists have been.appointed to improve' the agency's linkages with

employers, problems have surfaced. In two different states, the study team

was told that, counselors, unaware of the needs of employers, often "dumOd"

clients who were not job ready on the placement specialist. The placement

specialist; understanding that future placement success depends on the

employer's satisfaction with past placements, then often sent back those

clients not considered job ready, 'which would antagonize the referring

counselor. In these two states, the end result reported to the study teanr

was severe intraorganizational conflicts between the placement staff and

the counseling staff. To the extent that these pi.oblems are widespread,'

_state operation of PWI projects would appear likely to increase the incidence

of "dumping" difficult clients.
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Disagreements over which clients are ready for placement services are

also common in relations between PWI projects and state agencies, .4tit-

apparently the organizational and geographical separation of a PW1 from a

state rehabilitation agency may help in Stimulating-the estahliahment of

formal settings in which these problems can be addressed. For instanceI

according to the directors of several PWI projects that were visited, when

disagreements and misunderstandings arise over client referral criteria,

meeting; with counselors.are held to clarify PWI requirements for acceptance

of clients-into the program. In the state where PWI placement specialists

are colocated with state counselors, however., the study team was told

thae the conflicts more frequently degenerate into unprocinctive squabbles

between individuals, even though meetings to discuss referral criteria are

held regularly.

Assegsthent of the General Replicability of PWI by State Agencies

To summarize, the_study.team found considerable'support for the

principles and techniques of the PWI training and placement approach among

the state agency officials interviewed for this study. In several states,
- --

the rehabilitation agency has provided substantial support, both financially

and otherwise, to the PW1 projects in the state. Placement specialists in

some states have also adopted PWI techniques in their efforts to place

severely disabled individuals.

On the other hand, the potential for expanded involvement,in PWI by

the state agency is limited for a number of reasons. One reason is that

state agency funds are increasingly scarce, thus precluding most new program

initiatives. In addition, most respondents believe a stateoperated PWI

would have'difficulty mobilizima employer, involvement in the projeCt and

attracting private sector financial contributions. Moreover, most state

agency employees are primarily concerned with the disabling conditions of

their clients antl have not been trained in employer outreach skills.. As

one respondent put it, even if the state had unlimited funds, it would take

many years to institutfOnalize in a state agLcy the PWI approach to place

ment, which requires frequerit and consistent employer contacts.
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What Types of Organizations Operate Local PWI

Projects and Networks of PWIs, and

What Are the Special Features of Projects

Operated by Trade Associations?

;

As described in Chapter Two, a number of different tpes of organizations

current1y operate PWI projects. These organizations include private rehabil

itation facilities, labor unions, educational institutions, trade associations,

and private forprofit corporations. According to federal officials inter

viewed for this sLidy, an early objective of the program was to encourage

applications for PWI funding from a broad range of organizations. A primary

reason for this objective was to stimulate employment commitments from

as many types of employers as possible. This commitment was considered,

essential because of the broad 'diversity in the skills and backgroUnds of

handicapped people.

Use of PWT Awards to Stimulate Networks of PWI Projects

The two types cf organizations participating in the PWI program in

its'earliest days Fere private forprofit corporations and rehabilitation

facilities. RSA staTf found that there were clearcut advantages and

disadvantages associated with PWI projects operated by each type of organ-7

ization. The rehabilitation facilities understood die special needs of .

handicapped individuals, and they had experience in delivering occupa

tional training and other employmentrelated services to this population.

In addition, most already had'established relationships With state rehabil

itation agencies. }mother advantage of a rehabilitation facility as a PWI

service provider was that it could recruit employers from any occut)ational
-

area in whith client placeTent potential existed. On the other hand, a

limitation of rehabilitation facilitiesvas that they were generally in

experienced in gaining acceas to the business community. Most had not

previously involved private sector representatives in the design of

training and placement sevices, as was required under PWI.

A different set of opportunities.and constraints was observed in the

effort to attract private corporations as direct sponsors of PWI projects.
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To some extent, these opportunities and constraints were seen ig the firit

corporation-based PWI project, which was operated by IBM. As originally

established and as currently orierated, IBM ,uses PWI liroject funds and its

own resources to establish computer training programs for Te.severely

physically disabled. IBM typically identifies a local rehabilitation'

'facility or other institution to operate the project in the selected area,
;

and then an IBM technical assistance team assists the cility in designing

the total program, including the recruitment, selection, and traning of- L,

handicapped persons and the placement of graduates in competltive employment

as computer programmers. More than 20 such projects have been established ,

in local commutitfes around the country. One advantage Of_this model is

that RSA can be certain that the local project is responsive to'the needs of

the private sector, because it is a private corporation that directs the

project's establishment. Another advantage.is that with one PWI award to a

corporation such as IBM,'with locations all over rhe country, RSA den initiate

many ldcal projects. IBM,takes responsibility for selecting the location

and facilitv, developing the necessary relationships with the state,rehabil-
I

, .

itation agency, directing the establishment- of the project, mobilizing thern

necessary comunity resources,.and providing technical assisstance. A thipd

advantage is that IBM's reputation consistently facilitates access to the

local business community. As a resiirt, the development of active and Well-
--

functioning project advis-ory councils has-been expedited.

There are, however, seveal disadvantagis to the IBM model. The thost

significant disadvantage is the apparent scarcity of corporations willing
P

to follow IBM's lead. Locating corporations willingr-to devotefhe necessary,
, .

-.

time, energy, and commitment to' the goals of. the PWI progra _has been no

easy task. Moreover, the study team was told.repeatedly, b both f4eraL

officials and corporate executives, that for-profit corporations g nerally

are pelpctant to accept federal funds, especially if the\funding mechanism

is a corripetitive grant. In addition to the difficulty'td identifying
-1 ;

companies.with a serious interest in severely disabled individuals, most
A

companies employ no one with an pnderstanding of how to identia high-
,.

quality rehabilitation facility, how to establish relationships wlth state
4,
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rehabilitation agencies, or how to lotate and'work with severely disabled

individuals. RSA staff, for aXample, had to work closely with IBM in the

early,years of their association in order to help them develop good

rel onships in the rehabilitation community.

Another disadvantage to corporate sponsorship bf PWI projects is that,

although each award,to a corporation might generate multiple local projectS;

all-of thoSe local projects woUld.probably serve the same type of clients

in a single skill,area. 'IBM, for example, serves only severely physically

disabled individdals with high IQs and highlevel mathematics skills. In

addition, it provides training only in.computer programming and similar

computerrelated fields. - \

An important lesson that RSA learned from its experience with IBM was

that one recipient organization can be used to establish and manage many

local projects. Through the establishmentof project networks under a

single PWI award, the federallevel PWI staff, ehich has never been larger

than one or two individuals, ca d the recipient organization account

able for productivity, cost 7 ciency, andiquality without having to

dividually. At the 1.6ca2. Level, projects,have

apparently appreciated the opportunitN to experiment,. *ith,new and innovative

approaches to training and placement without direct federal supervision-or

intervention. MOreover, after a year or two of experience, the recipient'

monitor each local project

organization generally becomes more skilled at establishing local projects,

so that' subSequent projects can benefit from that experience. Projects
. .

established by a common sponsor, such as IBM, also benefit from contacts

Ndth each other, contacts that can be facilitated by the parent organize

tion -(-FOr-the 1Bm_ projects, for example, contacts'ainong projects have been

formalized through the establishment in 1979 of the AssOciation of Rehabil

itation Programs in Dap.Processing, whichTromotes_communication among' ,the

projects through annual conferences, newsletters, and assistance in the

development of new projects.)

tOdr

Factors Affecting the'Current Mix of Organizational Tyjefi

From the eartiest days of the program, then, RSA has funded organize

tions that propose to establish multiple sites under a single PWI award.
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In IBM's case, the organization was a corporation, but other types of

organizations with national networks have been supported as well, including

labor unions, assodiations of rehabilitation facilities, and trade associa-

tions. One such group has been Goodwill Industries of America. From itg

headquarter's office in Bethesda, Md., Goodwill establishes, manages, and

provides_continuing assistance to local Goodwill affiliates that want to

operate PWI projects. Using funds received under its PWT award and its own

resources, Goodwill selects local Goodwill organizations to operate the

projects, assists them in establishing their projects, and proVides con-

tinuing sugport after projects are operating. Once a project is_fully

under way, Goodwill of America sometimes suggests that it apply directly to

RSA for PWI funding. The National Association of Rehabilitation Facilities

_is another network of rehabilitation facilities that uses its PWI award to

establish and operate local projects.

According to program officials, the mix of PWI award recipients re-

flects an intentional effort to-reach a large number of private companies,

labor-unions, and rehabilitation facilities in order to maximize the em-

ployment oportunities for people with severe disabilities of all types.

The study teeth found that lach organizational model is currently in a

somewhat'different stage of developmenrfrom the others, and that each

organizational type represented in the PWI program has.particular

advantages and disadvantageS associated with it. According to a number' of

respondents, for example, the potential Nalue of a PWI network of labor

union-based projects has not been fully reaiized. Labor unions appear tO

offer two,potential strengths to the PWI program. First, in many areas of

employment, it is the unions that antrol jobs. Recailse of their responsi-

bilities to their members, unions have often posed barriers to employment

of handicapped dndividuals who are not union members. By encouraging their

participation in the national ywI program, officials of the national PWI

program have sought to generate greater union interest in and sensitivity

to the employment needs of handicapped persons. Second, if labor unions

understand the utility of a PWI type of approach to the retraining and

placement of workers disabled on the job, the unions will be more likely to

7t;
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press for theAnclusion of PW1 services in labor:management contracts.

Union officials interviewed in this study stated that both of these points

were important ones and that participation in the PWI program has been

valuable to their unions in bo6h regards. Ai yet, hdwever, union paiti
.

cipation_in the PWI program has been relatively limited.

Special Features of Projects Operated by Trade ,Associations

As-noted in Chapter'One, this study was intended to have as a special

.focus the examination of the relative effectiveness of projects operated by

trade associations; In particular, it was possible in, the study to identify

the advantages and disadvantages offered by the trade association approach

tp PWI service delivery. It was -also possible to draw some conclusions

about the desirability of expanding the utilfzation of trade associations

within PWI.

RSA currently funds three organizations that can be classified ae trade

associations: the Electronic Industries Foundation (EIF), the National

Restaurant Association, and the National.Council for Therapy and Rehabil

itation Through Horticulture, Inc. The latter two organizations will not

be considered here in detail, however. Because 'the horticulture council is

currently in its first(year of PWI funding, insufficient data are available

for analysis of their project. The National Restaurant Association's

project may not be a fair test of the potential ability of trade associa

tions to place severely disabled individuals in competitive employment.

The National Restaurant 'Association does not establish local PWI projects,

but instead uses its PWI resources to encourage relationships between the

rehabilitation community and the association's state affiliate organizations.

The national association does not dire tly engage in either job training or

placement.

EIF is not itself-a trade association. It is a nonprofit corpdration.

established by the Electronic fndustries,Association to perform a variqy

of research ind public education functions. The ElectrobiC Industries

Association ls-a trade association with a membership(of approximately, 300

electronics companies nationwide. Unlike the National Restaurant Associa,tion,

71
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EIF uses its PWI funds to..establish and manage local PWI projects. In this

regard, many of the advantages and disadvantages of the EIF projects Ae the
,

same c,,those-associated with other projects that supp6rt national PWI net

works, such as IBM or Goodwill Industries of America.

Based on extensive interviewing and observations, the study team ten
,

tatively identified a liumber of advantages and disadvantages of the trade

association model._ The tentative nature of these assessments is,due to the

small number of trade association projects available.for examination. The

principal advantage of projects operated by a trade association fs the

access to a large number of employers that a trade association can provide'.

When EIF establishes a local project, topleirel executives of Electronic

Industries Association member organizations located in the community can be

easily and immediately contacted for participation in the project advisor

council or for other involvement. A secondlglavantage is that a trade

association brings many of the same strengths to PWI that a very large

corporation can provide, including an understanding of the needs of One

sector of the business community and the ability to establish and manage a

-number of projects in different locatfons.

On the other hand, there are certain disadvantages inherent in PWI

projects operated by trade associations. As one federal official observed,

a trade association is established to represent, promote, and protect a

specific industry. These purposes are not necessarily consistent -with the

purpose of the PWI program, whichis to find competitive employment for -

severely disabled individuals. An anecdote told by a PWI project director

bears on this issue. This project director had approached a friend of his

who was executive director Of a national trade association. The PWI

project director believed that his project might benefit from a linkage

with the trade association and also saw a possible independent role for

this trade association in 421,11.,perhaps similar to that played by EIF. -The

trade association director became interested in the notion and ultimately

presented a preliminary proposal to his board of directors. Under the pro
..

posed plan, the trade association would have established a NI project to

ttain and place disabled persons in jobs in the industry represented by
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the trade association. The board of directors, however, disapproved the

plan because it was inconsistent with the association's charter, which was

to represent the interests of its member.corporations. Because of competing

priori.ties more directly linked to the association's central mtpsion, the
.r

board of directors decided that it was not willing to,amend 1.0-"charter tt;
,

V
0J.1

permit creation of a nonprofit affiliate that could adminis* a PWI prO

This decision is not meant to represent the likely Actions of all, or

'even most+, trade associations. It &tea, however, indicate two important

barriers to 'reliance on trade associations as PWI project sponsors. These

barriers are, first, the lack of consistency between PWI program goals and
,

the mission,of mose.trade Associations and, second, the need either to amend.

the trade association's charter or to establish a nonprofit-affiliate in

order far the trade association to operate a PWI project.

There are, in addition, other disadvantages to the trade association

model. As with the single corporation model, trade association projects

tend to be directed to a single type Of disability or A single type of .

industry. For instance, National Restaurant Association ,sOokesmen inform

their "members about the advantages of hiring handicapped .individualli in

entry-level food service positions; historically, most of'these placements

have been mentIlly retarded or emotionally disturbed indiViduals. Another

disadvantage is that the staff of a trade association cannot be eXpected to

be familiar with the rehabilitation process or. with methods of locating

poential clients and rehabilitation facilities. This liMitation generally
,

requires the association to hire project staff with backgrounds in rghabili-
.

tation. This requirement may-fbe likely to deter many trade associations

from initiating.PWI projects.

These disadvantages do not, however, necessarily outweigh the important

potential strengths of trade associations in the PWI pr6gram. In.instances

-in which strong dommitment-to PWI goals can be generated at the highest

levels of a trade association, effective PW/Projects may be achieved. The'

RIF projects are good examgles of such a result, but their success-is pro-
%

bably as much A product of their staff-level understanding of rehabilitation

issues as of their trade association contacts. These results are'not easy
,
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to obtain, however, primarily because of the inconsistency of PWI goals

witH thetradi4onal goals of trade associations.

RSA is currentlY exploring the feaSibility of increased involvement-of

trade associations in the PWI program. Undei an RSA grant, EIF is examining

the extent to which other trade associations might be willing to establish

PWI projects.. Thus,far, despite considerable effort on the part of EIF, only

limitea interest in PWII'participation has been elicited from other trade

asociations.

On the basis of EIF's work and other information gathered in this

study, it is not yet possible to estimate how many trade assocrafions can

eventually be brought into the PWI program. Assuming that several more

can be encouraged to seek funding, it is likely that the developmental

process will last at least several years for each,trade association. This

probability suggests that the increased involvement of trade associations

may be a useful long-term goal for the PWI program but not an achievable

goal in the short term.

Assessment of the Types of Organizati9ns Operating PWI Projects

As seen in this section and in Chapter Two, a number of different

types of organizations currently operate PWI projects. The wide range of

otganizational types has been the result of an intentional strategy 6 cast

a broaenet across various sectors of the employment and rehabilitation

communities.

A number of PWI funds recipients have developed networks of local

projects. This arrangement has permitted multiple projects to be operated

under a single PWI award. An important benefit of these network arrange-

ments is that the linkages among projects in a single network have provided

avenues for information sharing and technical assistance, as well as the

sharing of resources in some instances.

Because of their ready-made linkages to employers, considerable in-

tradeterest has been expressed in PWI projects operated by national

associations. At present, one trade association is operating a network of

local PWI projects. This project has experienced success in involving its

bu
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trade association members in the training_and hiring of handicapped indivi-

duals. Because of cerWm barriers inherent in their mission, it is not

clear, however, how many additional trade.associations can be brought into

the PWI proixam. On the basis of curret information, there does not seem

to be significant interest among trade associations in initiating projects'

for the training and employment of handicapped persons



CHAPTER FOUR

REcOMMENDATIONS FROM RESPONDENTS

ON PWI_PROGRAM IMPROVtMENT

Well over a hundred people were interviewed during this study of ihe

PWI program. Each of these individuals had had experience in one aspect or

andther of PWI program operitions. .In,each interview, the members of the

study ,team asked the respondent (or smill group of respondents) for reCom-

mendations for the improvement of the PWI program. Respondents were gsked

to frame their recommendations in terns of changes that could usefully be

made from Washington, either in the federal adminiatration of the program

or in the federal-level directions 0.'1-Fen for the local operation of PWl

projects.

Virtually all of the recommendations offered by respondents clustered

Around a few topics. In this chapter these recommendations are preiented

in summary fashion. Where 'Specific recommendations seemed to reflect the

unique circums6-;ces of ,the recommender, that relationship has been'noted.

Recommendations Offered for tiie,IMprovemant of

the Federal Administration of PWI

.Individuals interviewed in this study made reC'ommendations pertaining

mainly to three areas ot federal. program administration: project selection

procedures, techniCal assistance,and information sharing, and stability of
, -

--federal sugport.

Project Selection.Procedures

'.A number of respondents cominentea on their concerns that current PWI

;application procedures conflict withthe principle of "agreements" between

RSA and private organizations, as descriga'isn_the program's.statutory

authorization. The study team was told that PWI's current grant. applicatibn

82
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requirements,.basedon EDGAR,.tend to attract applicants that'traditionally

rely-on'governmental funding for support (e.g., educational instiVutions,

private rehabilitation and training facilities). Indeed, these are the

organizations that watch the Federal Register for th@ announcement of grant

opportunities. Other types of organizations, especially those that do not

rely on governmentAl funding (e.g., trade associatlons and private corpora

tions), were described as likely to be discouraged by EDGAR grants applica

tion procedures. These organizations were said to be less likely to apply

for PWifunds because of the detailed EDGAR requirements, including, in

particular, requirements for comprehensive budgetary information and far

detailed descriptions of personnel and management plans.

Criticisms were also offered orthe'selectiOn criteria used to de

termine which applicants would receive PWI funding. The broadest such

lcriticism waS Chat the project selection criteria favored applicants who
Plir

employed experienced proposal writers, irrespective of their ability to

place disabled individuals in jobs. As evidence in support of that argu

ment, it was noted that only.35 of the possible 100 points in the applica

tion rating,criteria,ae awarded for "achievement of competitive employment

objectives." This rating category, which Sirectly addresses the purpoaes

of the PWI program, includes the fallowing standards (at §373430(f)(2).of

the regulations):

(i)
,

The project has the.capacity foe placing a substanrial number.
of handicapped individuals in competitive employment on a cost
elfective basis;

Handicapped'individuals wiil,be trained in occupations for which
there is a rvali`stic demana in the competftive labor market and,4

whererapproeiate, adequate consideration is given to labor.union
requirements in the development of training programs; and

r,
r

(ti) ,The project has the capacity'for creating jobs which.offer career
developmen and advancement opportunities for handicapped
Ladiv

These "standards s e a succinct and comprehensive summary of cape-

-,bilities needed b Project. Several respOndents noted their puzzlement

that these criteria acCoUnt for less than hi.( of the points awarded in the
. 4

selection of new'projects.

met
6

\.)
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Another criticism of the selection process was that it has not prevented

the concentration of PWI projects in certain geogfaphic areas. Although these

clusters of PWI projects have sometimes collaborated successfully in the

delivery of PWI services, directors of projects in some of these areas

expressed concerng that their placement specialists were virtually tripping

over one another i% their visits to prospective employers. 6Lause of the

frequent difficulty (for all projects) in finding job opportunities for

l'eNndicabped clients, PWI directors preferred to have less cOmpetition amOng'
4

themselves in identifying.openings. Thi. ,roblem does not reflect a de-

ficiency in the PWI regulations, however, nce §369.32(a).speclfically

authorizes the consideration of geographical digtribution in the selection

of projects. -

Technical Assistance and Information-Sharing

Many respondents noted the desirability of information exchange, which '

is seen as potentially operating in three ways: between RSA and the PWI

projects, among PWI projects, and between RSA and the nation's major

corporate employers. Respondents working in PWI projects that are not

part of a larger network were moSt likely to express an interest in informs-

tion exchange; projects that are part of a formal or informal PWI netwOrk,

however, often participate in some type of information sharing as a

result of their affiliation with the network.
(

The first type of information exchange-=between RSA and the PWI pro-

lecta--was mentioned by respondents mainly in connection with local needs

for'tedinical assistance for project improvement. Specific areas of as-
,.

sistance needs include (1) approaches to the identification/Of potential

PWI employers and (2) techniqueg for eticouraging the active participation

of employers in PWI projects. Needs were also expressed for ideas and as-

sistanc.e in establishing and utilizi,ng project advisory councils. Because

of tight PWI budgets, project directors were not optimistic about their

ability to attend technical assistanceiseminars in Washingron. They,

stated, however, thaa series Of "how-to" guidebooks would be very useful,

especiWly if the guides were focused on a limited humber'of high priority
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topics (such as "how to increase placedients") ang if they contained examples

of successful approaches'actually utilized in PWI projects.

the second tYpe of information exchangeamong PWI projects2-was

described as a need that could be met through a regular PWI newsletter.

Respondents also expressed interest in resumption of annual meetings of PWI

project directors, although participation in such meetings would undoubtedly

present a problem to some projects on particularly tight budgets.

One respondent suggested that a national association of PWI projects

With representation from both local project staffs and project advisory'

councils would be a particularly effective taeahs of communication among

projects. He viewed such an association as serving a number of functions.

For instance, the association could provide technical assistance to local

projects on a fee-for-service basis. In addition, projects, could share

information on businesses that have been particularly supportive of their

projects. The association could also possibly desigristandardized reporting

procedures'for'all local PWI projects.

The third type oq%information,exchange, consisting of RSA outreach to

major corporations, was seen primarily as a Washington-based public rela-

tions effort. A number of respondents expressed their belief that major

corporations would be much, more receptive to approach by local PWI pi-oject

personnel if.their headquarters affiCes were knowIcedgeable about PWI and,

about the opportunities it offered to them.-

Stability of Federal Support

A number of interview respondents.stressed the importance of maintain.-

ing stable funding levels for local PWT projects. Their two major concerns

in this regard were:their projects' ability to retain their trained staff

and Eheir ability to plan effectively for program development4 Project

directors suggesCed that the fear of reduced federal support iacreases the_

likelihood that talentea sta ff widl seek other, more sepure, positions.

Many also expressed a belief that the assurance of a continuing federal

commitment to projects was idportant to their ability to plan for necessary

improvements and innovations in the.services offered to their clients. In

,t
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seeral instances, they also suggested that a multiyear funding cycle

would improve their ability to remain responsive to changing client needs.

Recommendations Offered for the Improvement of

Local Project Opetations

In discussing the problems and opportunities experienced by local

PWI projects, project directors; staff, and other respondents offered a

number of suggestions for ways that RSA could encourage improvement in

local project operations. These suggestions were concerned primarily

with the utilization of project advisory councils, local PWI 4nkages

with the state rehabilitation agencies, and local PWI linkages with the

Private Industry Councils required by the Job Training Partnership Act

(JTPA) of 1982:

Utilization of Project Advisory Councils

Virtually eveiy'local project official interviewed for this study

stresged the central rOle played by the advisory council in his r her

project. As described in the preceding chapters of this report, the

specific functgpns carried out.b the advisory council vary from project

to project. -In general, however, project airectors who,expressed the

greatest satisfaction with their advisory councils were those whose

councils play particularly prominent roles in the operation of the PWI

project. These directors claimed that greate'r delegation of leadership

responsibility to the advisory council, in terms of decisions on services

offered by the project and even .on' project si'affing, has *led to greater .

effectiveness of-their local cOuncils. For this reasop4they urged RSA to

ensure major involvement byjocal councils in the direction ang operation

of, all PWI:Rrojects..

oN
Linkages with State Rehabllitation Agencies,

. State rehabilitation personnel interviewed fOr this tudy nobed the

importance to theM of frequent communication with PWI project persopnel.

-111
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Such communication was described as serving many purposes, including. 4he

following:

It.helpi atate agency personnel know ihe ypes of clients most

likely to benefit from the project, ,thUs. enatiling them to,refer

such clients t the project.

It permits PWI projeCt personnel to benefit fully from client
data available wi.thin the state agency.

It allows state agency personnA to learn new techniques of OUt-

reach to employers.

It prevents rumors ancl misconceptions on both sides.

State agency respondents as well as PWI project pe*sonnel recoMmended

tZk RSA create mechanisms that would encourage increased communications .

between PWI projects and state rehabilitation agencies.

Linkages with Private Industry Councils (PICO.

Several respondents, including a senior official of a state departmept

of economic development, noted the sLmilarities between 'the structure and

role of the PWI advisOry councils and he PICs required under JTPA. ioth

groups are made up primarily of' members from business, industry, and labor;

both groups are charged with identifYing employment'and training needs

Taithin their geographic area; and both groups bear responsibility for the

oversight of certain types of public spending for training and job place-

ment. The,PWI advisory counc ils are concerned with jobs for handicapped

clients only, however, while the PICg must be Concerned with unemployed

.
(and underemployed) persons idtgeneral. Because some reAtrfctions have

been placed on the automatic eligibiLity of handicapped persons for JTPA

services (in contrast with the law's predecessor, CETA),sevéral respon-
,,

dents suggested that RSA enco9rage PWI advisory council members to seek

membership on their local PICs in order to represent the employment and

training interests of handicapped persoas in the implementation of the new 4 ,

la4

!
,
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Summary of the Recommendations

-As the preceding,discussion suggeits, most,of the persona interviewed

during the stuay,commentea-on the important rale of-the national NI. -pro-

grad in shaping the.perf9rmance,of local projects. The general view was

that stable federal lunding, provided in a context in which the national

progre& ia'a"vailable to assist.projects (through technical assistance,

informRtion sharing,_and other means) without imposing restrictive or inap-
.

proprSate projRct selection and performance standards, V central to the

success of PWI hoth focally and nationally.. The general' implic'etion of the

individual recommendations Was that the.PWI program, .within,the perameters

of its current goals and fundinglevel, should continwe to maain its

historical flexibility and responpiveness toward.the projects it supports.4
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CHAPTER FIVE

FINDINGS AND CONCLUSIONS

As stated in Chapter One,.this study was designed to address Wo

primary questions:
.*

What are the characteristics of current PWI,pfojects,
in terms of factors such as funding'levels, services
provided', types'of clients served, anCeffectiveness
in.meeting program goals?

4. Which project types are'most effect,ive'tn achieving PWI
, program goals, and, in particular, what are the relative

effectiveness and replicability of projects operated by
national trade associations?

.
.., - .

. .

In this chapter inforMation and analyses.presentea in preceding chapters

are synthesIzedto-form.answers to these questions. In addition, a list

of
1prograMmatic issues, is presented; these issues will be important to..

addre'Ss in'any consideration-of PWI program change, or expansion.

What Are the C racteristics Of CUrrent,pWI Projects?
..e

,

With few exceptions, current PWI projects haYe as their central goal

the placement of handicapped persons in cOmpetitive employment. pis is

the program,purpose that is highlighte0 in PWI's authorizing legislation..

Projects providevarying types of services to clients in order .4p, imple-
,

ment: this goaI,with decisions on tYpes of services based on assessments
,

of -client needs and on the partidular seryice expertise of the PWS
'

_recipient organization. Most projects provide 9ome tyPe of occupational

skili training to crients. ,In most projetg, job placements are,achieved
1

with the active participation of the .local Pnadviso'ry Councii. ProjectS

generally make:efforts to'coordinate.PWI services with thosesprovided by.
,

the state rehabilitation agenqy.,

Project funding' levels under PWI.average aPpráXimateiy-1e,000,
. ,

..

Clients served,by PWI projects,.tegd to be handlcarled persons whose
f , ,

. . 1
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disabilities are severe. No pattern is apparent in'the types of disabil

ities df clients receiving PWI services. Based on a review of program
r""

documents and visits to project eites, the overriding impression conveyed

to the study team'was 4git of serious and focused efforts to place handi

*capped persons in competitive jobs.

.

As suggested by the information presented in this report, the study
,

team concludes thaI the PWI program has been generally effective in ad

dressing, statutory purposes.. Six factors were found to be most important--

tn shaping the performance of local p'rojects, as describ&l in Chapter

Three. these factors are:

The existence of'strong, active relationships with the
local.business'community;

The successful performance of clients in the jobs in
which they are placed (thus encouraging employers to
hire additional employees through the PWI projec*

CarefUl coordination with the state rehabilitation

, agency; ,

The dedtcation,and skill of the project stqf in
working with project clients and local employers;

The good reputation of the PWI recipient organi2a7

tion; and

The presence of a business orientation within the
project.

These factors appear to be consistently associated.with project success

in meeting program goals.

One of the.persistent problems-encountered by the study team was the

relatipe paucity.of information available to document,project actOities

4nd verify the extent of project success. While the sites voisited,during

the stu y were generally able to provide 'documentation' aoncerning.such

perfor ance indicators as numbers of placements and costs, such data were

Rot e nsistently found tn the RSA.prograth files th t.were reviewed for .

all of 08 projects durlIng the study. Thus, Olile an overall impression
\.

of local project succeSs in meeting the program's goals was obtained from

the,study, this impression needs to be moie fully substantiated>through,

the sstematic collectlon by RSA 'of quantitative info.rmatiOn on-jocal
1

project implementation and results.

:

0
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Which Project Types Are Mo'st Effective in

Achieving Program Goals?

..

A special focus of the study was the determination of whether'certain

types of projects are more effective than otheirs in pieeting program goals.

For purposes of this analysis, project type was tonsidered mainly in terms

of ORg organization that was the recipient of the PWI awards The study
r

team was charged, in particular, with determining the effectiveness and

rplicability of projects operated by national trade associations.

The general finding of the study in this regard was that no single

organizational type demonstrated consistently greater effectiveness than

did any other.. Organizational type did not figure, for example, in the
J N.

identification of performance success factors listed in the preceding

section. It is likely that projects operated by particular types of organi

zations may find 1.-easier to implement,certain of the six factors than do

other types of projects (e.g., private corporations may find-it easier 'to

establish relationships in the business community, while priyate rehabilita

tion facilities may* find it easiet to forge linkages with state rehabilitation

agencies). These comparative advantages, however, are relatively slight and

may well counterbalance one another.

Related to the issue of organizational type as a predictor of project

success is the question ,of whether cts that are members of national net
.

works demonstrate greater effectivenes than do projects that are not members

of such networks. As discussed in Chapter Three, the study found that net
,

wo ks assist in information sharing and problem solving across projects.

Be ause these functions were seen asimportant by virtually all study re

spondents, the PWI networks may be *aid to grovide importnt benefits to
..

their member piojects.' On the other'hand, effective'grojecEs were identi
IN

fied that Were not part of any netvrk. Another relevant factor is that
\

maintenance of the networkid the u§e of PWI resources that would
, .

s reqUre
.

otherwise have provided direct services to clients. Hence, this study can
.,

gvovide only a qualified endorsement of PWI networks.,'

PWI projects operated by trade associations were a particular interest,

of the study ,because of the opportunity they offer to increase private sector

ni
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participation in the PWI program. Observations of projects operated by

EIF, a subsidiary of one such trade association, had indicated to RSA the

potential value of more extensive involvement in PWI by other trade as-

sociations. While the study found the EIF projects to be successful in

many respects, little indication was found to suggest that the EIF approach

could necessarily be replicated by other trade assodiations. As described

more fully in Chapter Three, the main factors impeding replication are

the inconsistency of PWI goals with the Burposes of mOst trade associations

and the need at the project level for expertise-in-rehabilitation seivices.

Though replication will be difficult, however, -is not.impossible, and

RSA may want to consider the encouragement of PWI participation by trade

associWns as a long-term administrative objective..

On the basis of current evidence, it appears that the diversity and

flexibility that have.characterized the PWI program and its projects have

been m,tr factors in the success of PWI. These characteristics have re-

sulted support for a broad range of services to clients with varyfng

types of disabilities and occup'ational needs. Further, PWI projects as

a whole have assisted disabled persons to obtain employment in positions
r

ranging from,entry-level food service occupations to.computer programming

and operations research. Future programmatic changes would need co be -.

weighed carefully against the ben fits that have resulted from ,the pro-

gram's emphasis on orgalizationa diversity and individuar projeof

flexibility.

Programmatic Issues

During the study a number of programmatic issues emerged that may

require RSA attention Several alterytive courses of acLon are avail-

able ih connection w th each issue. In this section the most idportant

of these issues ar noted.; information bearing on the issues is provided

in the pfeceding chapters of this report. :

supplement

-
sion 'Of the PWI pro ram. Under Public Law 984 a One-time

1,0

f $5 million has been granted to the PWI program, increasing 4
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; ,

the FY 1983 funding level:to $13 miAlion. -Increases in future funding

levels have been discussed. Funding increases at any level will neces-
-;

sitate decisions on the allocation of additional funds.' These decisfons

will reflect actions taken with respect to targeting and project seled-

tion, as discassed below. Two alternatives *are available for the use of

any added funds. These are (1) increases in the number of awards or (2)

increases in the amount of curredt awards. ,Under el.ther Of these elterna'-

tives, it would be possible to establish funding setasides for activitie4

of particular importance to the proiT.

2. Targeting of funds. The advisability of targeting PWI funds

to certain types of organizations was one of the issues addressed,-by

the study. RSA might consider targeting funds on projecEs that establish

PWI networks (as discussed on pages 62 through 64 of the report) or on...

projects established by particular types of organizations, such as trade
. z,

agsociations (pageS 66 througyi 695". In making such a decision,Ait would
.- -

be necessary to determine whether the benefits gained by targeting out-
s

weighed the pbtentiarloss in program diversity and flexibility.
4. .

( 3. ProjeCt selection procedures. Two related

w4th respect to prOSect selection. The first issue

ness of-the EDGAR grantmaking prticedures as'used in he PWI 13rogram, in

light of the statutory requirement,that RSA "enter i to agreements" with

P4I sponsoring organizations "to establish jointly inanced proApts"

issues currently exist

is the appropriate-
.

(pages 2 throudh,,3 and 71 through 72). 'The second issuellia the possible,

desirability of returning to earlier PWf-procedures-whe4by RSA personnel'

sought out organizations li*ely to establish successful PWI projects

and worked with the organization until agreement was reached for the

establishment and implementation of the projett (pages 2 through 66).

These tw6 issues reflect two altarnatives available to R'SA in connectiOn(

with project selection procedures--to continue current competitive pro-

cedures or to return to earlier seleötion procedures b4)ed,on federal

outreach and negotiation. The latter may serve to attract more projects
's

from the private sector, wh le the former.prOvides a higher, degree of ,

,93
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impartiality in the award of project funds.

4. Relations between PWI'projects and state rehabilitation agenci.es.

Although relations between PWI projects and state agqncie's are generally .

good, RSA might consider ways of improving the coordination between PWI
_

projects and state agency programs (pages 52 through 53, 56 through 71,

.and 75 through 76). In addition, it might also explore ways of improving

state utilization of PWI concepts and methods.of placement. Alternatives

in this regard:include (1) imposition of morespecific requirements for

. coordination between the staie agencies and .PWI projects, -(2) RSA provision

of information on alternative approaches to PWI/siate agency coordination,

and (3) extenSion of incentives for state,agency adoptAon of.certain PWI

- features (e:g., strOng linkages with the private-sector).

5. Information sharing and technical assistance. As discussed.in

chapeer Four,'considerable interest was expressed by sudy respondents,

in the implementation by R5A of a major infornfaciOn sharing/technical.'

assisCanc* effort (pages 73 thrOUgh 74). Alternatives to be considered

in this,regard include a national newsletter, an annual project directors'

meeting, an information clearinghouse, the development cif oneratiorts-,

r` manuali or-guides in particuhr subjeCt areas, support for a national aS-
..

SOciation of PWI,projects, and diregt.provision of techniCal-assistanCe:,

6._ Project reporting requirements,. One of t ie difficulties en-

countered-during the study was the paucity of uniforr4 idformation on

-local project activities adoiaccomplishments (pages 41 an4,442 ,through 49):1

Two steps woufd-be required to remedy this problem. The firsC step is -
,

the design of specific'reporting standards for projects, including re-'

quirements for submission of imelementat.ion aata (e.g., descriptions,of,

clients served and services provided) and requirdments- fjor submission of

perfOrmance data (e.g., numbers of placements and retention rate), Any

new reporting requirements would have to be carefully developed and test-
..

ed- in order to minimize the reporting burden imposed oh local prbjects.

The second step is .provision of any needed\assistance to projects in

,
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implementing new reporting requirements.

Consideratlon of these issues requires sensitivity to,the needs

of handicapped persons to obtain competitive employment. The primary

objective in these desisions must be to identify strategies that will

permit RSA to build on current program strengths.

t,

1
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APPENDIX

DESCRIPTIONS OF THE BWI PROJECTS VISITED IN THIS STUDY

The seven irofects that were visited were selected'to providegveria-

tion on three factors: type of organization operating the project, mix of

services provide'd to clients, and.geographical location. The projects are

not necessarily representative of all projects that receive PWI'aWards.

All seven of the projects have been in operation for at least five*years.

In the following.paragraphs, information f's provided about each prOject's

sponsoring organization, level of funding, service offerings, advisory

council, and client population.-

Project.l. Locat4d in a large Midwestern city; thia PWI prdj ct is
1

operated,by a nonprofit, sociaiservice agency. The agency prov,ide

*variety of vocatiOnal'services to disabled and nondisabled individua

The PWI project has been operating since 1971, and this year received

approAmatigiy $165,000 in PWI funding. In 1980, the advisori council of

this project formed a nonprOfit association of business, rehabilitation,'

and industry members that provides PWI services to member employers.

Employers are charged a fee for membership,' and these fees brought an
.

additional $15,000 to the PWI prOjeCt in 1982.

:The project is distinguished by its almost exclusive concentration

on job placement and followup functions. All of the clients served by the

project are severely disabled, as defined by the state,rehabilitation

agency. The'project serves large number_ of clients who are either hearing
,

impaired oretotionaily disturbed. One hundred client's were placed during

the first nine month:s of 1982, the most recent period for which data were

available. Employers re ofkered a variety of sepi.ces by the project,

including crisis intervention (on a seven-day-a-week, 24-hour-a-day basis),

job 'analysis, job modification,.applicant screening, interpreter services

for deaf employees, human relations training seminars for line supfrvisors,

and consultation on tax-and legal, issues related to the employment Of the

digabled.

t.
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Project 2. This BWI project is operated by a nonprofit psychiatric

center fpr treatment, research, professional educatiOn, and prevention.

Located in the Midwest, the PWI project was establis'hed_in 1977 with a PWI

award of $100,000. In project year lip2, the project received funds from

four separate sources: a $300,000 award from PWI, a $348,000 aWard from the

state rehabilitation agency, a $126,0007award from a private

and supplementkry funds from the parent organization.

The PWI project delivers a variety of services to its

corporation:

clients, includ-

ing client assessment, job search groups, individual vocational counseling,

industrial evaluation, transitilonal employment, job placement, and cliegt

followup servi,ces. Placement services are currently provided at four loca,-
.

tions throughout the state; the transitional.employmentt program operates in

six business locations and one state agency. Each of the placement sites

has an advisory council that is divided into committees, the most important

of which is the placement committee. The project serves clients with all

types of disabilities, although about 38 percent of the clients are psy-
t

chiatrically disabled. Sixty to 65 percent are severely handicapped. During

the most recent project year for which data were available, the project,

placed 256 clients.

ProjectI. This PWI, located in a large Western metropolitan area, is

.operated by a nonprofit rehabilitation facility that provides comprehensive

vocational asseisment, training, and other employment-related services to

both disabled and economically disadvantaged persons. The facility served,

over 1,000 persons A 1982. The PWI project has,been operating for six years

and this year received $60,000 in PWI funds. 2
The central componbnt of the project is occupational:training, primarily

in electronics flds.' Benuse of the facility's reputation, most employers

interviewed were willing to hire graduates of the project when they were

unwilling to hire the graduates from other atea training programs, and

placement rItes were consistently over, 90 percent, with approximately 120

competitive placements per year. The project's success.in training and

placement was attributed by respondents to the high level Of involvement by

fr
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the prolect advisory council and to the indusprial advisory committees that
. -

are actively involved in the design, operation, and monitoring of eh of

the facility's training prograds.

Project 4. This PWI project, located in a Western metropolitan atea,

is one of a number of local project sites operated by a nonprofit affiliate

of a national trade association. The local project site has been operating

since 1978. PWI funding for the current year was $35,000, with addition.d

resources provided by the parent orggnization. The project serves a client

population representing the full range of disabilities.

The project's major services are job development, placement, and fol-
,

lowup, although some client assessment and assistance in job-seeking skills

,are provided. Project staff spend substantial time on employer contacts to-,

identify potential jobs for clients and to recruit advisory council members.

Supportive services (e.g., interpreter services for deaf clients) are pro-

vided-to clients as needed,tand follow6p visits to clients and edploy4rs are

routinely made. Other services include presentations to the staterehabHi-

tation agencies, the private sector, and'others concerning PWI's approach to

employment of the okisabled. Additionally, the project works closely, with

other PWI projects in the=tegion to achi.eve.the PWI placement goals. The

proje'ct reported 279 placements from 1978 through 1981. Number 9i placements

for\1982 were not available but were projected to be 85.

The project has two advisory councils. The executive council, composed
,

bf executives from local corporations and representatives from the rehabili-

tation community, provides policy direction and planning assistance. The

employment committee, composed primarily of midlevel managerat in corporate

personnel offices, is concerned mith the development of placement

oppOrtunities.

Project 5. This project, located in a Western metroPolltan area, provides

computer programmer training to seve/ay physically disabied persons. Initiated

by a major electronics corporatiod% the pioject was operated from 1974 to 1982 ,

by a rehabilitation facility and has recently been incor orated as a separite

(
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nonprofit organization. No 'NI funds are currently used for operation of

the proj.ect, although the project sometimes receivesPWIfunig serVices
=

froal the electronics corporation.. The state rehabilitation agency provides

approximately $250,000 per year in project support. .

Project services include the provision of occupational training, refer
,

ral to needed support services, job placement, and client followup. While

data on numbers of placements were not available, the project reported an

annual placement.rate (i.e., percentage of clients placed in jobs) of 85

percent until recently. Since the economic downturn:the rate has declined

to 75 percent. Eight project advisory subcommittees provide private sector

linkages, with employers playing an active role in project operations,

including lectures to classes, periodic evaluation of students, donation of

computer time, equipment donations, and other services.

Project 6. Located in a large Eastern metropalitan area, this PWI

project is of a number of local project sites eStablished by a non

profit affiliate of a national trade association. It is operted under

the auspices of a sMall consulting firm specializing in the development

of affirmative action plans for the handicapped. The project, has been in

existence since 1977. Total PWI funding for the current year is $75,000;

the project also received ab2Ut $28,000 in CETA funds for the current. year.

The project's.major service is operation of a placement,clearinghouse

that matches job openings from area employers (60 percent of which are in

electronics) with qualified clients. Because of the nature of the,service,

clients, generally referred from Ihe state'rehabilitation agency oeself'

referred, must be job ready. In,recent years, the project has also expanded

its services to include sponsorship of skill training for electronics

related occupations, clerical workers, and machinists. Ptacements for the

current project year were projected to be 105; data on total number of

placements since the project's inCeption twere not avaiJable.'

The project has an executive advisory boar4,2 made up of seniarlevel

executives of area corporation's and tbe commissioners of the two state

rehabilitation agencies. Additionally, employment and training committes

f.provide project- guidance in their respective areas. .0!,



Project 7. This PWI project, located in.a large Eastern city, is

operated by a rehabilitation facility'. Establishea in 1977, the facility

received PWI funding for its first three yearsof operation from the

national organization of which it is an affiliate. Three years-ago, the

facility began submitting its PWI prOject proposals'airectly to RSA. In

project year 1982, the PW1 award t6 the facility was approximatdly $56,000.

The rehabilitation facility offers aide range Of vocational seri/ices,

with PWI payihg for a portion of the skill training prOgrams and for place

ment services. Training i offered in clerical skills, word processing,
.

custodial services, electronic assembly, ind.food services. The-advisory

council is divided into separate subcommiteees for eacli training program.

The.subcommittees oversee training activities and help identifypotential

onthejob training sites for participants. A large proportion of the

clients served (67 percent) are either mentally retarded, emotionally dis
.

turbed, or have other severe behavioral probledf, such as alcoholism or

drug addition. The project reports that 36 percent of the clients are'

severely handicapped.

i During the most recent period for which data were available (July
A

1981- through April 1982), 71clients achieved competitive employment., for

e:a projected annual number of about 85. The project reported a 79 percent

retention rate for clients placed during the period.
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